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In Memoriam
Koichi Sadashige
1927-2002
The National Media Lab honors Koichi Sadashige, who passed away in December 2002.
Koichi Sadashige served as a consultant to NML from 1988-2002, and his understanding of video,
film, imagery, analog and digital recording, display systems, wireless communications, and television
broadcasting was of tremendous value to NML, the National Technology Alliance, the National
Imaging and Mapping Agency, and many other government agencies and members of industry in this
country and across the globe.
This document, an update to his report, “Data Storage Technology Assessment 2000,” is the last one
Koichi Sadashige authored. In addition to writing a monthly industry report, Koichi served as a
respected and objective technology reviewer for the National Media Lab and National Technology
Alliance.
Koichi was very involved in standards activities, chairing or participating in committees for SMPTE,
IEC, ATSC, FCC Advanced TV Systems Committee, AEEC, THIC, and NCITS.
Born in Akita, Japan, Koichi moved to this country in 1952, where he worked for RCA in Advanced
Development for Recording for 25 years. He then spent an additional six years at Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co. as Vice President of New Technology Products. Since 1986, Koichi Sadashige had
been a technical and management consultant for NML, Anderson Group, Boeing Airplane Co.,
Datatape Inc., Eastman Kodak Co., Hughes Aircraft, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. NEC Corp.,
Samsung Electronics Co., and Toshiba America.
Koichi’s career spanned the birth of the magnetic recording and electronics industry and its
development from simple magnetic tape to wireless communications, and High Definition TV.
Koichi Sadashige is survived by his wife, Mitsue, and three grown children, Ernest Akira, Jacqueline
Naomi, and Charlotte Ann.
Koichi has always been a knowledgeable, honest, and honorable contributor. He will be missed.
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Data Storage Technology Assessment –2002
Projections Through 2010
Executive Summary
• Power of Scaling
In semiconductor technology, scaling, the process by which the physical dimensions of electronic components
(gates, transistors) are reduced with each succeeding generation, through refinements in both materials and
manufacturing processes, has been instrumental, over a period of almost five decades, in enabling continuous
product improvements.
Advances in both materials and component scaling has given us a 2_” diameter hard disk platter with a capacity
of 40 GB; the first hard disk drive, manufactured just over 40 years ago, used 20 platters, of diameter 24”, with
a total capacity of 350 MB. Despite the shrinking in size and number of platters, the operating principle of the
hard disk drive has not changed significantly during this time.
The semiconductor industry’s success in scaling is equally astounding.
The basic dimension of a
semiconductor device is called the design rule; it defines the width and spacing between conductors that
interconnect active and passive elements within the devices. Between the 1980’s and today, the design rule
dimension has decreased to less than 120 nanometer (nm = 10-9 m) from 50,000 nm. Moore’s Law is a succinct
statement of this phenomenon.
The mass storage industry may be looked upon as a tripod, with the hard disk drive (HDD), magnetic tape (MT)
and optical disc (OD) as the three legs. Both MT and OD are also registering significant progress in product
performance and capability through scaling and will continue to do so for at least another decade.
At least for the foreseeable future, it is highly unlikely that any of the new emerging data storage technologies
will claim an important role in either mass data storage or network storage systems.
The attractiveness of scaling is based upon an industrial infrastructure already in place; new and improved
product designs, new materials and components, manufacturing facilities, and skilled engineering, management
and production resources are readily available.
Charles Ginsberg, the inventor of the world’s first practical video recorder, once said that, for a new product to
be introduced and compete successfully against incumbent products (whose performance and capability are
constantly improving), the former must offer an advantage of at least 20 dB. This may be split into 10 dB in
increased performance and 10 dB in reduced cost of ownership, or may be split three ways among
performance, lower ownership cost and unique capability not available in existing products.
For the next 10 years, new products based on scaling technology will continue to offer reliable and cost
effective means for data storage applications, amply meeting the most stringent industry requirements.
•

Inroad by Recordable Optical Disc

The gradual introduction of recordable optical disc (ROD) into the mainstream of mass data storage is expected
in the next 5 years. The technology has matured, and both hardware and media costs are rapidly decreasing.
One must, however, adopt a prudent and cautious approach in introducing these products into large systems.
There are non-compatible product lines (e.g., DVD-RAM and DVD+RW), and higher performance products of
the next generation will be introduced within the next two years, further aggravating the lack of compatibility.
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The large-scale user would be well advised to wait till at least 2005 before making a technology choice in the
recordable optical field.
•

Converging Storage Media Cost

At the end of 2002, media costs for all three storage technologies, MT, ROD and HDD (not just the media, but
the entire drive) has been converging to between $1.00 and $2.00 per GB. A further 50% reduction can be
expected in the next two to three years. These costs are for the media or, in the case of the HDD, the entire
drive, packaged in the largest capacity format.
Ownership cost increases when media are incorporated into storage systems, even accounting for the acquisition
of hardware like drives and libraries. This increase, ranging between a factor of 2 and 10, is primarily due to
inefficient utilization of media capacity. For normal mass storage systems, the cost increase is a factor of 2 to 5.
In networked storage systems, where HDD is the mainstay, the deployed cost may be an order of magnitude
higher than the cost of a single package.
•

Products and Performance

Chart 1 shows performance improvement projections for the three important large capacity recordable (record _
selective erase _ rerecord) technologies. Years shown are based on information extracted from various industry
sources. Past records indicate actual year of product introduction may often be up to 2 years behind industry’s
early projections.
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Year of availability
2002
2006
Magnetic tape, _” Fixed Head Linear
Scan (SDLT, LTO)
• Capacity (GB)
• Data rate (MB/sec)
Magnetic tape, _” Helical scan rotary
head (SAIT)
• Capacity (GB)
• Data rate (MB/sec)
Optical Disc, 120 mm, Phase change,
double sided
• Capacity (GB)
• Data rate (MB/sec)
Optical Disk, 90 mm, Magneto-optic
(GigaMO)
• Capacity (GB)
• Data rate (MB/sec)
Hard disk drive, capacity per 2 _”
platter, up to 3 platters per package
• Capacity (GB)
• Data rate (MB/sec)
Hard disk drive, capacity per 3 _”
platter, up to 3 platters per package
• Capacity (GB)
• Data rate (MB/sec)

2010

160

400
64

1000

500
30

1000
60

2000
120

9.4
2.8

50
24

100
48

2.3

4.0

40

100

250

70
133

150
380

400
380-760

Chart 1. Performance Projections for Selected Technologies
• Recorded Media Data Integrity
Data storage media made today are highly refined technology products with excellent reliability.
In a normal, air-conditioned, office environment, with the temperature between 18 and 23 C and relative
humidity between 30 and 55%, magnetic tape, including both metal particle (MP) and metal evaporated (ME),
and recordable optical disc, may register an output signal loss of 2 dB over a storage time span of 50 years.
Optical disc is more resilient against higher humidity than magnetic tape because it is enclosed in a humidityresistant protective coating. Relative humidity as high as 80% may not produce detrimental effects providing
each exposure period is short, e.g., 15 days or less, and the exposures do not occur oftener than once in six
months or so.
High density HDD's suffer more signal loss because the magnetic grain volumes are smaller. At high areal
densities, the energy barrier between the thermal energy and the magnetic anisotropy of each magnetic particle
is not high. Industry-established design criteria call for recorded data output loss of 1 dB or less per decade, or
2 dB loss over 20 years.
A 2 dB data output loss is normally related to a bit error rate (BER) increase of X10 or less, which is well
within the capability of the error correction system built into all data storage devices.
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Part 1.
1.1

Introduction

Report Configuration

This report, a follow-on document to “Data Storage Technology Assessment”, August 2000, consists of two
parts.
Part I makes the readers aware of the fact that, in the last decade, the development of data storage technology
has been heavily influenced by the sheer size of the consumer electronic entertainment and information
products market. The technology trends described have also been leveraged by important technical and market
developments that have taken place in the last two years.
Part II describes the technology, current product capabilities, performance and near- term expansion projections
through the year 2010 for all major data storage equipment.
1.2

Acknowledgement

Author wishes to express his sincere application to Dr P C Hariharan for his efforts in preparing electronically
generated illustrations for the report and overall manuscript editing.
Efforts by Mr. George E. Sundem of 3M Co., St. Paul, MN for coordination between the author’s activities and
the sponsoring organization, National Imagery and Mapping Agency, are greatly appreciated.
1.3 Market drives Technology Development
As is the case with other technology-based businesses, the data storage equipment, media, and software industry
is market-driven. Technologies are developed to expand the current markets, open additional markets related to
currently installed base, and to open new markets where developing technologies are found to be applicable and
profitable.
Projections for technology development and emergence of new technologies are not possible without careful
study of the needs of the marketplace and market development trends. The largest sector of the electronics
hardware market is consumer products.
Best technology may not dominate the market
Sales of consumer electronics entertainment products in the USA based on ex-factory (domestic products) and
ex-distributor (imported goods) basis is expected to reach approximately $105 billion for the calendar year
2002.
The consumer electronics information products market, which covers such items as personal computer (PC),
Personal Digital Assistants (PDA), cell phone etc, is fast approaching the size of the entertainment products
market.
Together, these two exert an enormous influence on the trends of technology advancement across the entire
electronics industry.
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For the same calendar year, the dollar volume for storage equipment and media, excluding consumer items such
as VHS and DVD movie player, is estimated to be $24 billion.
The same basic technologies, components, and even products are shared between the consumer market and the
data storage industry. The magnetic tapes for the LTO tape drive, digital video camcorder (DVC) and Hi-8
analog consumer camcorder have essentially the same characteristics. The only difference between the
consumer recordable DVD disc and the “data grade disc” is that the data disc has been optically examined to
weed out discs with a higher number of defective spots.
The technology, which eventually dominates the market, may not be the best of the available ones;
unfortunately, the user community can do little to influence the outcome. Two illustrative examples follow.
It is now evident that the phase change recording will be the chosen technology for nearly all high capacity
optical disc recording. This technology, applied to the current and next generation of optical disc, will play a
major part in mass data storage systems for the foreseeable future.
On purely technical grounds, the best recordable optical technology is magneto-optics (MO). Depending on the
magnetization polarity change of the transition metal (TM)-rare earth (RE) alloy recording medium, it is
environmentally extremely stable. One study indicates a media life expectancy of 600 years or longer when
stored under normal room conditions. MO recording is also capable of achieving a higher areal recording
density than phase change technology.
In the 1980’s, several major equipment manufacturers, with assistances provided by a number of cooperative
media manufacturers decided to pursue the then unproven phase change recording technology. After a few
false starts, it has now reached a very high state of perfection. Phase change recorded media life is now
estimated to be in many tens of years.
Currently MO disc is playing only a secondary role in large capacity storage systems. Undaunted, its
proponents are focusing their efforts in other applications area, such as digital camera and camcorder storage
devices.
A similar event took place in another electronics technology area. In early 1980’s, the entire electronics display
industry was engaged in feverish developmental efforts on Flat Panel Displays (FPD). At that time, all three
candidate technologies, Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), Electro-Luminescence Display (ELD), and Field
Emission Display (FED), were nearly equal in their immaturity, performance and unproven manufacturing
process.
Several major display manufacturers, independently, but probably with knowledge of their competitors’ efforts,
started large scale developmental efforts on LCD. LCD is currently the mainstay of FPD, from laptop
computers to cell phone handsets. It will soon expand aggressively into desktop computer and home television
arenas. Had an equal amount of engineering effort and production process development been devoted to ELD
or FED, one of these display technologies may have been equally successful.
The technology of data storage industry is heavy influenced by consumer markets and the technology catering
to that market. The user community, however, is the beneficiary of the lower cost, high degree of reliability and
uniformity of the products, all of which are the direct outcome of volume production. Because of the highly
competitive, and often confused state of the consumer market users must be prudent in selecting products and
system. A careful assessment of current and future technology is an indispensable first step.
As a footnote, it may be of interest to compare the size of the food and electronics industry in the USA. In the
year 2001, the USA spent $685 billion on food purchases, including general household food shopping,
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purchases by institutions such as schools, hospitals, industry cafeteria, military installations, and the restaurant
industry. The amount spent on all electronics products for the same year was only 15% less than the food
expenditure, indicating how deeply electronics is interwoven into the US lifestyle.

1.4 Noteworthy Events of the Past Two Years
A number of developments, which occurred in the last two years, will have a significant effect on the future
directions of storage systems development, operations and utilization. These are now discussed in greater
detail.
1. Faster than anticipated DVD penetration into the mass market.
The Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) was introduced in 1998 as a possible next generation entertainment and
computer data storage device. At that time, the proponents predicted that the worldwide installed base for the
entertainment player might reach as large as 15 million by the year 2001. The incumbent home entertainment
system, the VHS magnetic tape recorder, then on an annual production rate of 50 million units, was expected to
maintain its production pace through at least the first half of the next decade.
VHS manufacturers had believed that the price of the DVD player would remain high for the next several years
and its market would be limited to the economically affluent countries. The total VHS market, it was supposed,
would stay constant by catering to customers in third world countries, and as replacements for older units in the
present market.

Figure 1A. DVD Market Penetration
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As shown in Figures 1A and 1B, both predictions proved to be completely wrong. DVD sales climbed far faster
than expected, even while the unit prices were above $400. Sales of VHS had peaked in the year 1998, and had
started a steady declining trend. By the year 2000, as China had become the world’s DVD manufacturing
center, unit prices DVD players had declined sharply, and sales took off. The availability of high quality movie
program discs at reasonable prices has further accelerated DVD penetration into the consumer market. DVD
production is expected to surpass VHS production in 2003.

Figure 1B. Price of Basic Model of DVD Video Player
The data storage versions of DVD, the recordable DVD represented by DVD-RAM, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, and
DVD-R, share much of the components and materials. The same substrate material is used for all DVD discs,
regardless of the format. Sharing components, materials, and production facilities with consumer products,
reasonably priced recordable optical disc drives and media are becoming available, possibly offering a lower
total cost of ownership for certain mass data storage applications.
For the first time in the history, optical disc is poised to become a major player in the mass data storage market.
Magnetic tape may no longer be the most cost effective means for large storage archives.
This is reminiscent of the events in the 1970s and 1980s when magnetic tape eventually became a commodity
product. The cost of magnetic tape did not come down to the dollar per Megabyte level until the tape was massproduced to meet the demands of the consumer video tape recorder. In its peak years during the early 1990’s,
the magnetic tape base material, Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET), was being produced at a rate of 100,000
tons annually. Non-consumer usage accounted for less than 10% of the total production. Demands of
consumer products had reduced the price of base film to the level of commodity items, greatly benefiting the
data storage industry.
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1. Proliferation of Recordable DVD Formats
As many as four recordable and write-once DVD formats, DVD-R, DVD-RAM, DVR+ RW and DVD-RW are
currently in the marketplace. The widespread acceptance of recordable DVD by both consumers and by the
data storage industry is being hindered by the proliferation of these formats and the lack of readily available
information regarding their advantages and limitations.
The first DVD data storage product is the DVD-ROM read only memory. DVD-R was then introduced to
produce discs readable by DVD-ROM drives, as happened with CD-ROM and CD-R in the CD market. DVDR is a sequential, write-once technology. Next came DVD-RAM, Random Access Memory. DVD-RAM’s
original intent was to provide sufficient performance for the most critical data storage applications. It uses ondisc data format that is different from the one employed in all other DVD products to meet these requirements.
DVD-RAM proponents, however, realized that the initial market was for video recording rather than data
storage. Current versions of DVD-RAM can record video in RAM format or in DVD-R format, which is
playable by PC with MPEG-2 decoder. Many DVD-RAM recorders are equipped with a built-in MPEG-2
decoder. DVD-RW is a re-recordable DVD-R. Therefore, it is suitable both for normal data storage and for
video recording. Older DVD-R drives can play back video only through a PC equipped with an MPEG-2
decoder. DVD-RW video recorders currently in production deliver a fully decoded video output.
The recent successful entry into the market place of the non-DVD-Forum recordable format, DVD+RW, further
muddles the situation. It was developed jointly by Philips, Sony and HP and is, in realty, a second-generation
DVD product. By incorporating defect management system and advanced error correction code, its data
integrity, according to proponents, is as good as that of HDD. As a video recorder, its output is in DVD-R
format. Philips has been successful in introducing DVD+RW in Europe, and the manufacturers have now
entered both the US and Japanese markets. A write-once, read-many (WORM) version, DVD+R, has also been
proposed.
Recordable DVD drives are now available in the United States and EC countries. Their relatively reasonable
unit price ($750 or less), and availability of low cost blank media (approximately $5 for 4.7 GB disc) are
expected to generate interest in the data storage market area.
2. Development of Next Generation Recordable Optical Disc
Accelerated activities are currently underway to develop the next generation, high performance optical disc
recorder specification. Unlike the initial developmental efforts for DVD, which was basically a play-only
device, the new device will be a full capability record-erase-re-record system. A play-only device specification
will be developed later as a follow-on activity.
The next generation disc recorder is the result of nearly five year of engineering efforts, including development
of special optical components, materials, short wavelength laser, low noise electronic amplifier and mechanical
devices.
Unfortunately, as in the case of DVD player format development, two completely different on-disc track format
specifications are being proposed. Both proposed formats offer 25 to 30 GB per surface data capacity on a 12
cm diameter disc, with approximately 30 Mbps transfer rate. Coarse examination of the track geometry of the
two formats indicates that unification of the two specifications is unlikely. It is to be hoped that collective
wisdom will eventually prevail and one, universally acceptable next generation format will be adopted.
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One of the major stumbling blocks in the next generation optical disc development was the commercial scale
production of the short wavelength (approximately 400 nanometer) laser, which is often referred to as Blue or
Blue/Violet laser. The first manufacturer delivering engineering samples, Nichia Chemical Co., of Shikoku,
Japan, was charging over $2,000 as recently as in spring 2001. Several optical device manufacturers as well as
optical component specialty companies are currently offering samples of very high quality (power output level,
room temperature life expectancy, noise level, etc.) at a very reasonable price range. Blue lasers should be
commodity items by mid 2003.
3. 100 GB Optical Disc Technology
One of the objectives of storage equipment manufacturers has been a 100 GB data package, e.g., OD or tape
cartridge. MT drives have just achieved the goal. The tape cartridge of LTO and Super DLT each stores 100
GB and 160 GB of native data respectively.
Optical disc drive manufacturers are now working feverishly to achieve this important milestone in their
technology road map. As described in the previous section on the next generation recordable optical disc, 30
GB data capacity per 12cm disc surface is now entirely practical. One of the new generation optical disc
technology providers has been developing a double layer recording technique. The technique is to have two
recording layers, one on top of the other, on the same side of the disc.
To record the inner layer, the recording beam must penetrate the outer layer without degrading the recorded data
pattern. The recording sequence is entirely arbitrary, and either the inner or the outer layer may be recorded
first. The ability to erase and record any part of previously recorded layers is a requirement for program or data
editing operations.
Reading of double-layered discs is already well established in the double-layered read- only DVD disc, DVD-9.
By making both sides of the disc double layer, a total of four data surfaces are available on a single disc.
Assuming each surface has 25 GB data capacity, the total data holding capability of the disc is 100 GB.
The actual proposal of the proponents, however, calls for 50 GB capacity per side of the disc. There is no
technical reason to prevent making both sides of the disc double layered recordable.
There are other technologies being proposed to substantially increase the areal density in optical recording. The
areal density in phase change recording, used in both recordable DVD and in the next generation recordable
optical disc, is determined by the diameter of the laser beam spot focused on the recording surface; the smaller
the diameter, the higher the areal density. In MO, recording is affected by raising the temperature of the
magnetic material in the recording layer to near its Curie point. A low intensity magnetic pole placed under the
rotating disc is able to reverse the polarity of the spot area where the temperature is raised. By carefully
controlling the time the recording area is exposed to the laser beam through laser on-time duty modulation, the
diameter of the spot where recording is effected (magnetic polarity is reversed) can be made smaller than the
optically illuminated spot diameter.
The technique, referred to as “Magnetic Super Resolution”, has already been incorporated in 3 _” ISO Standard
Magneto Optical Disc and increased its capacity from 650 MB to 1.3 GB, and then to 2.3 GB, a near four-fold
increase. The data transfer rate has also improved in proportion to the capacity increase. The high capacity 31/2 MO disc is commercially known as GigaMO disc. Several new MO products based on magnetic super
resolution are in development. Magnetic super resolution is another option to increase the capacity of a 120 mm
disc, and MO proponents have already demonstrated 50 GB capacity per surface.
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Double layer MO recording is also being pursued in the laboratory, and its practitioners are aiming at 100 GB
data capacity per side. In double layer MO recording, each recording layer uses a different technique for
reading the data.
Yet another approach to increasing areal density is the use of the near field optics in phase change recording.
Laboratory experiments have shown the feasibility of 100 GB data capacity on a single recording surface.
Productization efforts, however, are focused on a double-layered, double-sided phase change 120 mm optical
disc with a capacity of 100 GB.
4. Advanced Magnetic Tape Drive
Both fixed head and rotary head magnetic tape recorders continue to achieve impressive performance
improvements, in storage density as well as data transfer rate.
The magneto-resistive (MR) read head, which had significantly contributed to advance the performance of the
hard disc drive and fixed head tape drive, is being incorporated into the latest versions of rotary head tape
drives. Historically, there had been about ten-to-one data storage density advantage in favor of the rotary head
tape drive. For a given tape area, the capacity of an 8 mm rotary head cartridge is almost a factor of ten larger
than that of a multi-track, half-inch cartridge in a fixed head drive.
Over the last five years, however, this gap had been narrowed to approximately four-to-one. Two technical
innovations applied to the fixed head drive have contributed to this achievement: improved head tracking servo
system and the high output MR read head.
The MR head was not considered commercially practical in rotary head tape recorders due to the high impact
force exerted to the head in the drive. Electrostatic discharge (ESD) is another issue to be considered. When the
high-speed rotating head makes and breaks contact with the tape, ESD is observed between them. If of
sufficient intensity, ESD would damage the magneto-resistive head which is made of thin film. Improved
manufacturing techniques and materials technology have resulted in the availability of an MR head robust
enough to be used in the rotary head drive. Advanced magnetic tape media with extremely smooth recording
surface has also made it possible to achieve the dependable head-to-tape interface conditions with a remarkably
lower longitudinal tape tension.
Lower longitudinal tape tension reduces the impact force the head receives as the rotary head drum contacts the
tape. The newly developed MR read head will be used in 8mm tape drives first. _” tape rotary head recorder
with MR head is expected to follow soon thereafter, with data capacity of 500 GB to 1 TB in a cartridge of a
size similar to the familiar IBM 3480.
5. Extra Thin Layer Dual Coat Flexible Magnetic Media
The introduction of dual-coated MP media in the early 1990’s by Fuji Film was another significant factor in
increasing the areal density of MT. The dual-coat MP tape, with its thin MP layer on top of a very smooth nonmagnetic material coating, offers an extremely tight head-to-tape interface, significantly reducing the spacing
between the read head and tape, an important factor in achieving good short wavelength read-out capability.
The non-magnetic underlayer not only provides a very smooth and flat surface on which the magnetic coating
can be applied, but it also acts as a compliant layer to help reduce the unwanted physical disturbances the tape
generates as it travels on various mounting posts and supporting surfaces of the tape transport.
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Fuji Photo Film has announced an equally momentous improvement, “Nanc Cubic Coating”, and this is likely
to increase areal density by at least another factor of four. The magnetic layer in Nano Cubic tapes consists of
fine acicular MP or barium ferrite platelets and is ~50 nm thick. IBM, in cooperation Fuji Photo Film, has
recently demonstrated a tape drive/tape package combination with a capacity ten times that of today’s LTO
cartridge. Its 3480-style cartridge holds 1 TB of native data. As the new media can be volume produced by the
current manufacturing facility, its cost per given tape area is not expected to be significantly different from that
of the standard dual-coat media. This development will reduce the cost of tape by a factor of 10, and we are
likely to see, in five years, tape media with a price figure of a dollar/GB.
6. 100 Gigabits per square inch commercial HDD
In late 1990’s, the areal density of HDD was increasing at a rate of 60 to 80% per year. It passed 10 Gb/in2 inch
mark in 2000 in commercial products, and products now entering the market place have an areal density of 30
to 50 Gb/in2.
There had also been an intensive, industry-wide debate in the early 90’s about the existence of an impenetrable
wall at an areal density of 100 Gb/in2 because of the physical phenomenon known as the Super paramagnetic
Limit, or Magnetic Domain Thermal Instability. As the area, and hence the volume, of each magnetic dipole
decreases with increasing areal density, the volume of each magnetic particle within the dipole becomes so
small that its magnetic energy begins to approach its intrinsic thermal energy. In order to maintain its
magnetization in the desired direction, the magnetic energy of the particle must be significantly higher than its
thermal energy.
Under the conditions where its thermal energy level is near its magnetic energy level, the direction of the
particle’s magnetization is no longer maintained and it may change direction randomly. The coercivity of the
particle is essentially zero. This is the state of Super Paramagnetism.
For a given coercivity, the life of the magnetization can be reduced from thousands of years to milliseconds by
merely halving the particle’s volume when it has reached a critical value. There has been much discussion
concerning the areal density at which this unwanted transition, and thus superparamagnetism, manifests itself.
The value has been moving from 40 Gb/in2 to the currently accepted value of 100 Gb/in2 when the
magnetization is in the plane of the media.
There have been several proposed solutions, or combinations of solutions, to overcome this limit. The most
promising one is a double-layered recording media construction proposed by IBM and Fujitsu. IBM calls the
new media AFC, Anti-Ferromagnetically-Coupled Media.
There are other techniques, including the use of very high coercivity materials and perpendicular magnetic
recording (PMR), which are being explored for commercial products design.
We will see commercial HDD products with 100 Gb/in2 areal density by late 2004 or in early 2005. 100 Gb/in2
translates to 65 GB per 2.5” diameter platter and 130 GB for 3.5” platter.
HDD manufacturers are now frequently using the expression, “GB per Platter”. This is a useful term because
the total data capacity of a drive can readily be calculated by knowing the number of platters in the drive. The
number of platters dictates the thickness of the drive, an important dimension in this age of miniature portable
devices.
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7. Emerging New Applications for HDD
With its greatly expanded capacity, HDD is becoming really inexpensive, with commodity drives for the
desktop now available for just over a dollar/GB. In addition to the traditional application of the built-in PC data
storage and the fast expanding network attached storage needs for the broadband communications, other new
markets are opening up for the HDD. The traditional PC market for HDD, supplemented in recent years by the
growth of network-attached storage (NAS), is being augmented by demands from other areas. One example is
consumer video recording. The VHS video recorder was touted as a time-shift viewer for TV when it was first
introduced, but became instead a home movie machine. DVD is rapidly assuming this last role.
The proliferation of cable TV channels has again made the TV viewing time-shifter popular under slogans such
as “TV Any Time”, “TV Re-Play” and “Home Video Server,” enabling consumers to view the program of their
choice when they have the time and not necessarily when it airs.
HDD meets the technical requirements of the TV viewing time shifter better than other technologies like
recordable DVD. This is potentially a huge market, and will benefit the data storage industry by further
reducing the hardware cost and improving its reliability, as HDDs are manufactured in ever increasing volume.
One market study indicates that within two years as much as 20 to 30% of DVD movie players will be equipped
with an HDD-based TV viewing time shifter, which is often referred to as a personal video recorder (PVR).
PVR is also being offered as an independent device or as an add-on to the television receiver set-top-box.
Efforts are also underway to develop technology to make HDD truly a removable storage device, like a floppy
disc or magnetic tape cartridge.
Refinements in mechanical components, assembly technique, and incorporation of shock absorbing buffers in
critical areas in the device package have already made some laptop computer HDD able to withstand 500 to
1,000 G load under non-operating conditions. The preferred configuration for removable HDD is the PC card
format, and both Type II and Type III are being explored. This technology will offer a new product concept, a
high capacity removable media/recorder/player; the only alternative for this attractive combination today is
flash memory, but its cost is almost a factor of 500 higher. Potential applications include video camcorder,
professional audio recorder and large volume file transfers.
HDD, with its high areal density, is now price-competitive with mainline removable storage media like
recordable DVD and magnetic tape cartridge.
8. Small Format Optical Drive
As mentioned in the previous section, there is a rapidly growing demand for small and inexpensive data storage
devices for portable electronics products. The device must be robust, removable, and not power-hungry.
Card type memories based on flash memory device have been the mainstay of this market. The cost factor for
flash memories is about two orders of magnitude larger than for other removable media, and their capacity is
small compared to what other technologies offer.
Optical memory manufacturers are now offering an alternative solution to the portable device memory
requirements.
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Again, completely uncoordinated industry activities are evident. The recorders in development, or initial stage
of market introduction, use a disc with diameters ranging from 30mm to 50mm. Both phase change and
magneto-optical recording technologies are utilized.
Table 1-1 shows the current status of small format optical disc recorders:

Table 1-1 . Small Format Optical Recorder
Format
Proponent
Disc Diameter, mm
Recording
Technology
Capacity, GB
Transfer rate,
Mb/sec
Status
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

ID Photo
Consortium (1)
50
MO

Data Play
Data Play (2)
32
PC

Philips
30
PC

0.73(3)
20

0.25(4)

1.0(5)

In production

In production

Demonstration

Olympus, Sanyo, Hitachi
Imation provides Disc
1.5 GB by 2003, 4 GB by 2005
0.5 GB by using both sides
Blue Laser

9. Flash memory moving toward general storage applications
Flash, the non-volatile, fast write-read solid-state memory, is the basic storage element for nearly all card type
memory devices such as Smart Card, Multimedia Card and Memory Stick.
Its main application has been the small capacity memory for portable electronics devices; i.e., digital camera,
music player, dictation machine, small file transfer, etc. Its high cost, as much as 500 to 1000 times that of
other removable storage media, and small capacity have limited its ability to penetrate the general storage
market.
The situation is slowly changing, with significant technology innovations in the last two years both in the design
and manufacturing of flash devices. The most notable advance is the ability to store more than one bit in a
memory cell. Commercial production of double bit flash memory by Intel, AMD and Fujitsu, under names such
as Strata Flash and Mirror Bit, has begun. Hitachi is readying delivery of samples of its own high-speed
double-bit memory, and is also involved in research to store 4 and 8 bits per cell.
The speed, at which flash can be written, while adequate for applications at which it is currently targeted, is too
slow for real-time video. Its small capacity is also another factor hindering its use in video. Flash
manufacturers are hoping that as capacities increase and costs decrease, it may still be possible to woo the video
market.
A straightforward technique to increase write speed is to write in parallel to 2 or 4 cells. Multi-bit cell pioneer
Hitachi is also the developer of the parallel writing technique. Hitachi’s experimental memory writes at 10
MB/sec.
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Flash has now progressed from the 0.25 micron geometry to 0.15 micron and even to 0.13 micron. Devices
incorporating new innovations will enter the market later this year as 128 MB (1 Gigabit) memory chip, with
the price equal to or lower than that of the current 32 MB chip. By assembling several chips in a single
package, 1 GB or 2 GB memory devices will become available within one year.
Large capacity data storage equipment based on Flash memory, however, has been extremely expensive, and
their applications are limited to such areas as Airborne Data Recorders (Flight Data Recorder, FDR, Cockpit
Voice Recorder, CVR), and special purpose military recorders.
In 2002, the basic memory chip price ranged from $400 to $800 per GB. By early 2003, the price is expected to
drop by 50%. Some industry studies predict that a steep decline in price will start in the year 2003, with prices
of $100/GB in 2004, dropping further to $50/GB in 2005. With higher writing speed, and price in the range of
$50 to $100 per GB, Flash memory will become attractive for more applications, including consumer products
such as the video camcorder. HDD is cheaper than Flash by a factor of 200 today.
10.

New High Capacity Storage Systems in development

A number of new data storage devices, primarily intended for large capacity archival system applications, are
under development. Chief among them is Holographic Optical Disc by InPhase Technology. Two others,
Optical Tape by LOTS Technology, and 3-D Fluorescent Multi-layer Optical Media by Constellation 3-D, have
shuttered their operations. All three had been engaged in technology development for several years, with
substantial financial support from various US government agencies. Lacking the maturity and volume of
traditional magnetic and optical technologies, they are not expected to be significant players in the near future.
11. Continuing downward Trend of Storage Media Cost
The steady decline in the price of storage media has partially offset the cost increase users experience with
increasing data storage requirements that have been doubling every 12 to 18 months. The prices of HDD, MT
and DVD decrease at slightly different rates.
In the case of HDD and MT, the cost decline is not due to decrease in the cost of the media, but to its increased
capacity, made possible by the increases in areal density. With recordable DVD discs, the situation is different.
Manufacturers offer their products at the highest price the market will bear and which cannot be undercut by
competition. Flash memory prices are still in the stratosphere, and one talks of $/MB in this instance, rather
than $/GB as with other storage technologies.
Table 1-2 shows the retail price of storage media at the end of 2002, and an estimate for the year 2004.

Table 1-2. Storage Media Price Trends ($/GB) for next three years
Media type
Magnetic tape
HDD
Optical disc
Flash

End of 2002
1.00 to 3.00
1.00 to 3.00
1.00 to 3.00
400 to 800

More details are shown graphically in Fig. 2
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End of 2004
0.40 to 1.00
0.40 to 1.00
0.40 to 1.00
50 to 100

For MT, the lower price is for the larger cassette or cartridge using wider tape (half inch or 19 mm) and the
higher price is for smaller cassette or cartridge with narrower tape (8 mm, _”, 4 mm). HDD price variations
reflect the data capacity per drive. High capacity, 3_” drive is at the lower end, followed by 2 _” single or dual
platter drives. Smaller platter (1.8” or smaller diameter platter) drive prices are often twice as high as those
shown.

Figure 2. Storage Media Price Trends
The price of optical disc is based on 4.7 GB single or double sided disc. Large price variations are due to the
formats (DVD-RAM, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, etc.), and different manufacturers.
Flash memory price variations are due almost entirely to the packaged data capacity.
Significant events in the marketplace and/or in the industry, which may affect the price trends projected above,
are listed below:
Magnetic Tape
As previously noted, volume production of consumer VHS tape was the main driving force in lowering the
price of magnetic tape in general, including the media used by the storage industry.
In the last three years, the price of VHS tape has reached a level where it is no longer profitable for most high
technology media manufacturers. At present, all VHS tape is produced in the Third World Countries. Demand
for both VHS drives as well as tape is decreasing rapidly.
Further product development activities have been halted, with the exception of D-VHS recorder and tape. This,
however, represents a very small portion of the VHS market. The production of base film (PET) will decline
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and there will be some excess manufacturing capacity for various MT components. The decrease in prices at
the current rate is unlikely to continue beyond about 2005.
Hard Disk Drive
The spectacular increase in the areal recording density, at the rate of 60 to 80% compounded annually, achieved
during the last few years, is the basic reason for the low prices of HDD. Even though there appears to be slight
reduction in the rate at which areal density is increasing, the opening of new markets, such as PVR, will permit
continued volume production and, thus, continuing price reductions.
Optical Disc
The current generation of recordable optical disc is essentially in the same price range as the magnetic tape. The
recorder price is now only one tenth of what it was three years ago. Optical disc drives in the price range of
$750 or less, can be used in a RAID configuration for mass storage applications.
With the expected introduction of next generation optical disc technology whose capacity is 5 to 7 times that of
the DVD, the new optical discs may offer a cost effective alternative to MT. The time frame for commercial
scale availability of the new generation drive and disc is 2005 and beyond.
Flash Memory
The price disparity of 200 to 400 between the flash memory and other removable memory will continue because
technology advances nearly synchronously across the entire storage media industry.
Commercial scale introduction of multi-bit-per cell (4 to 8 bits per memory cell) technology, expected in 2004
or 2005, will narrow the price gap to 50 or 100 to 1. For the foreseeable future, however, flash memory will
not be a significant player in the general data storage applications area.
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Part II Data Storage Equipment Overview
2.1 Storage Equipment Applications
Introduction
Our ancestors used papyrus and clay tablets for the preservation of their records. Today, a good portion of the
storage media is still used to store various forms of information for further processing, computing, alterations,
and storage for future usage.
The advent of the data network and its widespread usage by all segments of modern society, viz., government,
commerce and industry, and consumers, has created a significant demand for storage.
The pattern of data flow from its starting point to its final recipient through various networks, trunk lines and
satellite and/or ground link is similar to the mode of our own long distance travel.
Departing from one’s home by an automobile to the airport is comparable to a low data rate, low capacity link.
The regional airport to the large hub airport is a moderate data rate, medium capacity link. The jumbo jet link
between major hub airports is analogues to the broadband high capacity link connecting major cities and
continents.
A storage device is required at each location where the data has to be converted to a different data rate, format
and structure, so that it fits the next leg of the physical transport layer. The process is repeated a number of
times before the data finally reaches its destination, where it is again stored so the client can read it at his or her
convenience.
Storage systems in the data highway are analogous to the marshalling yard in the railway system, or a seaport
facility of the container ship transportation system.
The traffic flow on the information highway is doubling every 12 to 18 months causing concomitant increases
in storage requirements at the network nodes. This is the fastest growth area for the high performance, high
capacity storage equipment. The needs are being met by a new generation of magnetic hard disc drives and
magnetic tape recorders.
Long-term data storage, both archiving and data warehousing, relies on magnetic tape; records such as digitized
motion picture film, imagery, business data and original music recordings constitute the bulk of this segment.
Magnetic tape and disk drives designed to withstand repeated start-stop sequences remain the mainstay of
mainframe and enterprise level computing. The ascent of distributed computing makes it doubtful if this area
will see significant growth. Centralized computing has been giving way to distributed computing, and the future
of high-speed computing appears to be grid computing or on-demand computing.
Backup is an important area of storage. Data duplication for back up purpose is also an important use of storage
equipment. Data backup operations span the range from PC’s through commercial/industrial scale to
government operations. Magnetic tape recorders of varying performance levels and capabilities have been the
principal media of the backup operation. More recently, optical disc manufacturers have begun to promote the
use of recordable DVD for this purpose.
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Other important applications of storage equipment include the consumer video recording, including time-shifted
viewing and replay of entertainment programs.
Support for the growing array of portable electronic devices with compact and high capacity data storage
devices is another area where continuing market growth and the introduction of new storage technology are
expected.
Storage Equipment in Network Environment
In a networked environment, the operations of storing and accessing data should not impede the normal flow of
data through the network.
As shown in Figure 3A, PC’s, graphics and video editing stations, etc are connected to a local area network
(LAN) and rely on a server on the same LAN to honor their storage requirements. This is “server attached
storage” since a server on the LAN controls data flow between clients and the storage system. The server, in
this instance, can become a bottleneck since all data has to move through it, and the movement of large data
segments can also bring network traffic to its knees.
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Storage Area Network, SAN, was developed to overcome some of these disadvantages.
In a SAN, which can include individual HDD, Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) and library units
for magnetic tapes and optical discs, the storage equipment is part of a separate, high-speed network based,
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initially, on the Fibre Channel (FC) standard. As shown in Figure 3B, requests for data can be accepted either
directly from clients, or through special servers, and data can be transmitted over high-speed connections or
over the LAN. Data movement that occurs predominantly on the high-speed SAN does generally not affect
normal LAN traffic. The relationship between a SAN and LANs is analogous to that of the interstate highway
system and a business area bypass. The bypass caters to traffic that is generally local, with little hindrance to
high-speed traffic on the highway.
Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) systems, depicted in Figure 3C, often have their own SAN.
Depending on policy and parameters, data moves between the low-cost, high capacity MT library, the quickaccess RAID and the near-instantaneous access solid-state storage to optimize both access and cost.
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SAN is efficient, but expensive, and is not a panacea for all storage problems. Major corporations and
organizations, however, are incorporating SAN in their internal data network. Over 35% of major corporate
data centers now have SAN, and the number is expected to double by 2005. This growth will be facilitated not
only by cost decreases brought about by competition among FC vendors, but also by the rise of multi-protocol
storage networks which leverage existing investment in the Internet Protocol (IP) infrastructure. A case in point
is internet Small Computer Systems Interface (iSCSI) whose standardization by the Internet Activities Board is
expected to occur in the first quarter of 2003. SCSI has long been the interface of choice for attaching highperformance storage (MT and HDD) to servers and enterprise-class computers. However, it is distance-limited,
and storage and server have to be in close proximity, generally within a few feet of each other. ISCSI permits
devices to be anywhere on a network by encapsulating SCSI packets, containing data, commands and status, to
be encapsulated in IP packets which can then be routed over the ubiquitous IP network. Special protocol
translation devices for transmitting FC packets over IP (FCIP) allow SANS separated by hundreds or thousands
of kilometers to be connected together and function as one network. FC devices can be connected to an IP
network using iFCP.
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Network-attached storage (NAS), Figure 3D, which makes use of the Network File System (NFS) or its
Windows variant, CIFS, is practical in a small LAN. Controllers embedded in the storage equipment handle
file-serving using NFS or CIFS and are attached to the network like any other node. In effect, the server is built
into the storage. Data flow in a LAN containing NAS is still affected by other LAN traffic, and performance
therefore will not be as high as that achievable with SANs.
A small scale NAS is generally priced substantially below $10,000. Its major advantage over SAN is that it can
be installed by simply connecting it to the network. For this reason, NAS is creating its own market between
medium and small size enterprises.
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Figure 3E. WAN, LAN and Supporting Storage Systems
A typical configuration showing relationships amongst LAN’s, WAN, and storage systems is shown in Fig. 3E.
Each LAN hub is normally provided with its own storage system referred to as the LAN cache.
Figure 3F shows a configuration involving Metropolitan Area Networks (MAN) where SANs in separate
corporate data centers located around a large metropolis are connected together using a broadband network.
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Mainframe, Enterprise and Super Computing support
The 3590 type half-inch tape has been the mainstay of this sector. 5 _” HDD, once an indispensable part of
supercomputing operations, have been replaced by high capacity, high-speed 3 _” HDD whose volume
production also offers significant cost savings. This segment is not considered a growth area; efforts,
nevertheless, are under way to boost the performance of the 3590 type drives. LTO and Super DLT
technologies, which cater to the mid-range market, do not pose a competition to 3590 at the moment.
Broadcast Video Recording, Electronic Cinema
Local news programs have become significant revenue sources for television stations, and the consequent
competition has compelled them to invest in video equipment of high quality that will permit programs to be
aired in a timely fashion.
At present, all electronic news gathering equipment (ENG), uses magnetic tape as the storage media. The
6.35mm (_”) and 12.65mm (_”) tape recorders operate at the typical data rates of 25 or 50 Mbps. The sheer
quantity of equipment being produced, (20,000 units annually) and the relatively high unit price afford this
segment of the industry an enormous influence on the technology development trends.
Engineering activities are currently underway to develop ENG camcorders that use an optical disc as its
recording medium. This could be the first practical application of the high data rate (up to 100 Mbps),
recordable optical disc technology.
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Television program productions use both 6.35 mm and 12.65 mm MT recorders. Versions of these recorders are
capable of recording HDTV video programs with compression, 100 to 150 Mbps, while maintaining the high
image quality demanded by broadcasters.
Electronic Cinema
Electronic Cinema technology, in development during the last decade, is about to be commercialized. The
stumbling block for commercialization had been the exceedingly high cost of the projection equipment and its
image quality and brightness. The performance level of the electronic projection equipment is now quite
satisfactory, and the cost, still high, is expected to become reasonable with increasing production. Video
recorders using standard broadcast 6.35 mm and 12.65 mm MT are used in the production. In a few years, it is
likely that even the silver halide theater release versions of films, the original may be shot electronically and
captured on MT.
DVD Video disc, with an up-graded compression algorithm and progressive scan signal output, is also being
considered for program distribution and theater release.
Consumer Video Recording
The twenty-five year reign of VHS videocassette recorder/player for consumer video recording and replay of
movies is beginning to lose its grip on the market. DVD will be the replacement for the movie replay market.
For time-shifting of TV programs, the most likely replacement is HDD. In consumer applications, magnetic
tape’s role will be limited to the camcorder. Even here, the recordable optical disc is expected to gradually
replace it.
Cobalt modified g-ferric oxide was the magnetic pigment which made VHS practical. This ultimately led to a
reduction in the price of MT in general, making it more ubiquitous in the storage world. It appears likely that,
at least in the consumer world, virtually all video and audio recorders will be using some form of recordable
optical disc or solid-state memory. Such a development will have a substantial impact on the price of MT later
on in this decade.
Portable Removable Storage Media
Growth is fastest in the portable removable storage media sector. Small, robust and removable media are needed
for a myriad of personal electronic devices from digital still image camera to music player to dictation/interview
audio recorder. Removable media had been available, of course, to meet the requirement of the electronic
products of 1980’s and 1990’s. As the capabilities of newer personal devices expand, higher density/higher
capacity storage media have become essential.
New storage media are also replacing the data storage and transfer media used in PC’s and workstations; newer
PC’s no longer offer a floppy drive. The most common removable storage media is the flash memory. Its high
cost, however, is impeding its wider use by the market, prompting industry to develop new devices with much
greater capacity and lower costs.
Newer storage devices, many based on existing technology, include removable HDD, small diameter MO and
phase change discs, packaged high capacity flexible magnetic disc drive, and small diameter recordable CD and
DVD discs.
As noted earlier, the Flash Memory industry is at work to improve capacities and reduce costs. It is likely that
the new generation flash memory, the compact and robust removable HDD packaged in card format, and the
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small MO and phase change disc will share this growing market. Prospects for the packaged flexible magnetic
disc drive, however, are somewhat doubtful.

2.2 Magnetic Tape Data Storage --- Technology
Introduction
It seems likely that, in the next three to five years, an optical disc movie player will be available. The OD
movie player, the HDD and recordable OD are poised to take over the consumer data storage sector, perhaps
banishing MT in the next ten years. MT is unlikely to disappear from industrial and commercial storage
applications and will probably continue to play an important part in these sectors into the next decade.
In archives and in the backup arena, the relatively slow access time of MT is not a handicap. The fact that, on
purely technical considerations, its price can be reduced by a factor of up to four compared to today’s rates,
means that market conditions and the willingness of manufacturers to continue making a low-profit product
may determine how successful it continues to be. The cost reduction is primarily due to increases in areal
density, permitting more bits to be packed into a given area. If expressed in $/in2, tape cost may actually
increase at a modest rate, perhaps 5 – 10% annually.
It is an accepted fact that very few tape cartridges/cassettes are filled to 100% of capacity, so this discussion of
lowered costs may be a bit misleading since an organization which pays for 100 GB cartridge may end up
storing only 20 GB on it and still pay the price for the full capacity. The broadcasting industry, on the other
hand, regularly block-erase used tapes and recycle them on account of the volume of raw footage they capture.
But for the proliferation of formats in recordable OD, it may have become the dominant player in the storage
market by now, displacing, principally, MT and HDD in the mass storage applications area. The continuing
increases in areal densities of HDD make it unlikely that magnetic media will cede their dominance to optical
any time soon.
Fixed Head vs. Rotary Head Recording
For the past 40 years, both fixed head and rotary head recorders have been used for data recording. Rotary head
recording technology, pioneered by Ampex Corporation’s Quadruple broadcast video recorder and then
expanded into general video recording applications through the development of helical-scan recording
technology, had always provided a significantly higher data transfer rate and areal recording density. About
90% of the areal density difference between the two technologies can be attributed to the track pitch. The
remaining difference is due to the better head-to-tape interface conditions prevailing in the rotary head drive.
The head-media separation is smaller in the rotary head drive. Chart 2.2-1 summarizes representative data
recorders from both categories, from late 1980 to the early 1990’s.
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Chart 2.2-1. Track pitches of fixed head and rotary head recorders in the 1980’s and 1990’s

Time Frame
Late 1980’s
Early 1990’s

Fixed Head
Rotary Head
Product
Track pitch, mm Product
Track pitch, mm
IBM 3480
700
SMPTE D-1
45
IBM 3490E
350
SMPTE D-2
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There have been no substantial differences in the in-track (linear) data density, or recording wavelength
between two technologies, and the conditions basically remain true today. The track pitch disparity of 10 to 1 in
favor of the rotary head recording continued through mid 1990’s.
As illustrated in Fig. 4, in the fixed head multi-track recording, the tape is guided by entrance and exit posts and
the head cluster consisting of full-track erase, write, and read heads is located in between the posts.
Longitudinal tape tension keeps the tape taut, and generates required head-to-tape pressure that ensures intimate
contact between the heads and the traveling tape. The tape remains a flexible material, and maintaining the
exact position and orientation between the head and tape is difficult.
The tape width varies with changing temperature, relative humidity, tension and temperature-induced
contraction, which is non-reversible. To overcome these problems, fixed head tape drive utilizes a wide write
head and narrower read head, which are physically placed at the center of the write head or the recorded track.

Figure 4. Head Tracking in Fixed Head Multi-track drive
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In rotary head drives, the linear motion of the tape is slow. The high data rate is obtained by scanning the tape
with read/write heads mounted on a rapidly rotating drum (3600 to 6000 rpm) so that the relative velocity
between tape and the heads is much higher.
When the tape is wrapped around a drum and an adequate longitudinal tension is applied, the tape behaves very
much like a rigid body and presents itself as an ideal recording platform. The bottom of the moving tape is
firmly supported by a tape fence, which is machined into the stationary lower half of the head scanner assembly
(Figure 5).
Helical-scan drives employ two electro-mechanical servo systems to ensure good head to tape interface
conditions.

Figure 5. Head Tracking in Helical Scan Drives
The tracking, or tape phasing, servo places the read head at the track starting point. The head deflection servo
moves the read head in a transverse direction – perpendicular to the recorded track – to keep the read head on
top of the recorded track. Normally, the read and write heads have the same width. With the head deflection
servo, tape width variations do not pose any tracking problem. As noted earlier, in recent years, the track pitch
disparity between the fixed and rotary head drives has been narrowed to approximately 4-to-1. This fact is
mostly due to the remarkable improvements achieved in placement of the read head in fixed head drives. Fixed
head recorders have begun to make use of servo track for better position control. Servo tracks provide non-data
related longitudinal reference signals and may be either magnetic or optical. They are recorded by the
manufacturer and cannot be erased using the erase head on the drive, though bulk erasers will get rid of
magnetically recorded servo tracks. Tapes subjected to bulk erase are no longer usable as a servo signal is no
longer available on them. Optical servo tracks are placed on the non-magnetic side of the tape.
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Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the use of servo tracks and its effectiveness.
Tape width variations of up to 0.25%, including non-recoverable shrinkage, are quite common.

Figure 6. Effects of Tape Width Change in Fixed Head Multi-track Recording
A multi-track 1/2” fixed head recording format with 384 tracks is used as an example. The tape width
shrinkage of 0.25% is equal to one track-width of the 384 parallel track pattern. The last track, 384th, is
therefore where 383rd track is on the standard width, unshrunk tape. Therefore, there is no track when the head
placement mechanism puts the read head to recover signal from the 384th track.
In actuality, as the head moves from the track one position up to the upper tracks, head mistracking
progressively increases and eventually reaches the condition when no track is available for reading.
This type of situation can be readily rectified using the servo track. Fig. 7 shows the same 384-track format but
with incorporation of five equally placed servo tracks, which effectively reduces the tape width by a factor of
four.
Now the extent of mistracking, or the misplacement of the read head over recorded tracks is reduced to one
quarter of the track width. Under these conditions, even the upper most, i.e., 96th track, can now be read
perfectly. The read head, with its width one half of the recorded track width, is placed squarely on top of the
recorded track, albeit on its upper half.
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Figure 7. Fixed Head Multi-track Recording with Servo track
Servo tracks do take some data recordable real estate from the tape. The extent of the loss, however, is
insignificant when one considers the enormous benefits to be gained.
Some fixed head recording formats use optical servo tracks, which are placed on the backside of the tape, thus
avoiding any loss of recordable area from the tape.
Figure 8 shows the remarkable progress that has been in track pitch reduction in both rotary and fixed head
recorders. The track pitch disparity between the two types of drives, SDLT-220/320 and AIT-3 now stands at
5-to-1.
Magneto-Resistive Read Head
Commercial scale introduction of the magnetic-resistive (MR) read head into the fixed head tape drive, starting
with IBM-3590 _ “ cartridge tape drive in late 1990’s, had significantly improved the fixed head tape drive
linear density, and had contributed to narrowing the areal density gap between the rotary head and fixed head
drive.
The MR read head has a substantially higher signal output compared to the conventional inductive read head
configured in “C” or “Ring” structure.
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Figure 8. Track Pitch Improvements – Rotary Head vs Fixed Head Drive

Figure 9A. MR Read Head - Concept
The MR read head senses the level of the magnetic field. Its output, therefore, is not related to the rate of
magnetic flux change, as in the conventional read head. As shown in a conceptual form in Fig. 9A, a thin film
strip of a magnetic material changes its resistively when it is placed in a magnetic field.
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The magnetic field, in the case of recording devices, emanates from the recorded media. The two ends of the
strip are connected to a sense current source. When its resistance changes, the sense current changes its value,
and the voltage across the load resistor, which is the head output voltage, changes.
In actual operation, the sensor is affected not only by the magnetic field exactly beneath it - the field the head is
expected to read - but all the magnetic fields along the recorded media. To eliminate the effects from the
magnetic poles (recorded bits) on either side of the reading position, magnetic shields are placed on both sides
of the sensing element.
The resistivity change in the conventional MR head is relatively small, in the range of 1 % or smaller. The
change of its resistivity with respect to the change in the external magnetic field is not linear. In order to operate
in a linear regime, in an area where DR/R vs. magnetic field is linear, and also to locate the operational point at
the most sensitive region within the non-linear input/output curve, a bias magnetic field is placed near the
sensing element. The bias field may be provided by a permanent magnet or by an electro-magnet.

Figure 9B. Practical Implementation of MR Read Head
A typical operational MR head configuration is shown in Fig. 9B.
The effective gap length of an MR head is the distance between the inner surfaces of the magnetic shields. The
thickness of the sensing element is quite small, a few microns.
The presence of output leads at the both ends of the sensing element makes the effective head width slightly
smaller than the physical (referred to as the optical) width of the head.
Since all MR head configurations are based on multi-layer metal film construction, an attempt was made at the
time of MR head development to produce the write head by the same manufacturing technique.
The recording head, still in the familiar ring structure, can be produced in layered metal film construction.
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Figure 10. Thin Film Write/Read Head Configuration
A combination multi-layer write head plus MR read head is shown in Fig. 10.
In late 1980’s, during their quest to increase the HDD areal density, IBM discovered several magneto-resistive
sensor configurations, which produce significantly higher DR/R.
In a multilayer structure made up of different ferromagnetic materials such as cobalt and iron, layers within the
structure may be magnetized to different polarities due to exchange magnetic coupling. Under the influence of
an external magnetic field, all layers will be oriented to the same polarity.
Due to the interactions between the magnetic field of the electrons orbiting around the atoms and the magnetic
field of the thin layers, a large change of resistivity occurs as the multilayer structure moves in and out of an
external magnetic field. This effect was named the Giant Magneto-Resistive (GMR) effect by IBM. The first
GMR read head configuration commercially available is referred to as Spin Valve GMR head.
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Figure 11. Spin Valve GMR Head
In the four layered spin valve head as shown in Fig. 11, the magnetic polarity of the pinned layer is fixed, and
the polarity of the free magnetic layer is changed by the magnetic field of the recorded medium. The spin valve
head, with DR/R of ~ 4%, was the principal contributor to achieving an areal density of 10 GB/in2 in HDD’s in
the late 1990’s.
The technology of Spin Valve GMR head is being advanced continuously to improve its efficiency.
Configurations of some new derivatives are shown in Fig.
The most efficient configuration, Specular Spin Valve head, has DR/R ~ 10%. One of the disadvantages of the
Spin Valve Head, especially in a narrow track pitch format, is that the track edges of the free magnetic layer do
not function as the free layer, maintaining their previous state even when the head is exposed to the different
magnetic polarity.
This effect is caused by the presence of the head output leads. To overcome the problem and regain the
effective head track width, the width of the sensing element is expanded outward to overlap with the output
leads. This configuration is known as Lead Over Laid (LOL) Head.
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Figure 12. Magnetic Tunnel Junction GMR Head
A newly developed GMR head configuration, which is readily applicable to both longitudinal recording and the
perpendicular magnetic recording (PMR), is the magnetic tunnel junction, MTJ GMR head, shown in Fig.12.
In the MTJ head, head resistivity drops dramatically when the magnetic polarity of both pinned and free layers
are aligned to the same polarity. The thin tunneling barrier separating two layers becomes electrically
conductive. The GMR field is still grist for the research mill, and techniques such as Colossal MR (CMR) and
Ballistic MR (BMR) are under development.
At present, nearly all fixed head magnetic tape recorders use the conventional MR read head. Transition to the
GMR head is expected in the second or third generation of the newer drives.
Helical-scan tape drives are at the stage of initial introduction of MR read head. Because of their late start in
MR head incorporation, some helical scan drive manufacturers are considering skipping the conventional MR
head and directly going to GMR heads.
All current production hard disc drives use GMR read head, mostly the spin valve type.
In order to get to the industry milestone of 100 Gb/in2, the HDD industry is most likely to transit to the MTJ
GMR head technology, possibly combining it with PMR.
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2.3 Magnetic Tape Data Storage --- Products
Introduction
MT drives will continue to maintain their dominant positions in the data storage industry, especially in the area
where its continuing media cost decline is of importance, “The data archiving and warehousing”.
Based on information provided by the manufacturers, the performance (transfer rate, capacity) of MT is to
double approximately every two years.
Broadcasting, production of television programs (tele-production), motion pictures and electronic cinema also
depend heavily on MT recorders. They can be classified into the following categories based on application,
performance, physical configuration and cost.
Broadcast and video recorders vary greatly in their capabilities, physical configuration and cost. The video
recorders will be placed into one special category because this industry uses different criteria in describing
them.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

High Performance/Special Purpose Magnetic Tape Drive
Middle Range Magnetic Tape Drive
Fast Access Speed Magnetic Tape Drive
General Purpose Magnetic Tape Drive
Broadcast Television and Video Tape Recorder

Tables 1A and 1B give an overview of tape drives used for data storage (items 1 through 4 in list above).
Broadcast Television and Video Tape Recorder are shown in Tables 2A and 2B.
When a drive is first introduced into the marketplace, it is classified as a general-purpose product because of its
modest capabilities. As derivative products with higher capabilities are developed, the newer generations are
called mid-range products. This has been the tendency in the industry in the past, and will continue into the
future. The demarcation between general-purpose and mid-range is murky.
High Performance/Special Purpose Magnetic Tape Drives
Recorders in this class, shown in Table 3, are used in instrumentation recording, enterprise/mainframe computer
operations, and wide band communications traffic storage. They are not generally used in network storage
applications.
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Table 1A. Magnetic Tape Drives for Data Storage Applications

Format
ID-1/2
DD-2
DTF
3590
DCRsi
LTO
Ultrium
DLT
SDLT
SAIT
AIT
Mammoth
Magstar-MP
9840
LTO Accelis
Notes:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Year of
Introduction
1990
1992
1998
2000
2000
2003
1996
1999

Major
Type
Mfr
Sony
HS
Ampex
HS
Sony
HS
IBM
L
Ampex
T
LTO
L
Consortium
Quantum
L
Quantum
L
Sony
HS
Sony
HS
Exabyte
HS
IBM
L
STK
L
LTO
L
Consortium

Media
2002 Status
package
Width No of GB MB/s Media Notes
(mm) spools
19
2
19
2
12.65
2 200
24
MP
12.65
1 60
14
MP
1
25.4
2
2
12.65
1 100
15
MP
3
12.65
12.65
12.65
8.00
8.00
8.00
12.65
8

1
1 150
1 500
2 100
2 60
2
5
2 80
25 10

16
30
12
12
7
16

MP
ME
ME
ME
MP
MP

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Equivalent products available from STK, Fuji
Transverse scan drive. The bits are recorded in tracks perpendicular to the width of the tape.
First generation.
DLT-8000.
SDLT-320.
General availability expected in 2003.
AIT-3.
Mammoth-2.
3570C.
Not in production yet.

Instrumentation recording includes remote sensor imagery storage, and real time flight test data recording for
aircraft development and certification activities. US Government Agencies and NATO countries also use them.
ID-1 drive is an enhanced version of the first digital video tape recorder produced in large quantity, SMPTE
Type D-1. Likewise, DD-2 is a data version of the highly successful broadcast video tape recorder, SMPTE
Type D-2.
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Table 1B. Magnetic Tape Drives for Data Storage Applications (2)

Format

Year of
Introduction

VXA
VS-80
DDS

2000
2000

SLR
TRAVAN

2000
1999

Notes:

Proponent or
Major
Manufacturer
Exabyte
Benchmark
DDS
Consortium
Tandberg
QIC
Consortium

Media
2002 Status
Package
Drive Width No of GB MB/s Media
Notes
Type (mm) Spools
L
L
HS

8
12.65
3.71

33
1
2

3
40
20

3
3

L
L

8.00
8.00

2
2

50
10

5
1

1
2
3
MP
MP

4
5

1. Formerly ECRIX-VXA
2. Formerly DLT-1.
3. DDS-4
4. SLR-100
5. TRAVAN NS-20.

Since their introduction, both types have gone through successive stages of capability upgrades. ID-1’s data
rate has gone up from the original rate of 256 Mbps to 512 Mbps, and the latest version now being offered by
Sony operates at 1024 Mbps. It is technically possible to expand its data rate to 2048 Mbps.
Ampex’s DD-2 has improved its data capacity per cassette by two-fold (Double Density drive) and by four-fold
(Quad Density drive).
Further two-fold capability improvement activities are underway at the manufacturers. Introduction of the new
products will be dictated by market demands rather than technology maturity.
DTF is also a derivative of Sony’s highly successful broadcast television recorder group, the Beta cam series.
Sony states that the DTF-based Tape Library, the Peta Site, is one of the most floor space efficient large data
storage systems.
IBM 3590 Magstar series of _” cartridge recorder and the equivalent products by other manufacturers represent
a special type of high performance, high reliability and high cost drives supporting enterprise/main frame
computer operations.
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Table 2A. Broadcast Television and Video Tape Recorders (1)
Format
D-1
D-2
D-3
DCT
Digital
Beta
cam
D-5
D-6
D-7
D-9
D-10
D-11

Year
o f Proponent or
Introductions Major
manufacturer
1988
SMPTE,
Sony, BTS
1989
SMPTE,
Ampex
1993
SMPTE, MEI
Ampex
Sony

Application

Input
Video
Format
Telepro-duction Components

Tape
Width
(mm)
19

BC

Components 19

BC
T-P, BC
BC

Components 12.65
Components 19
12.65

SMPTE, MEI
SMPTE, BTS, HDTV
Toshiba
SMPTE, MEI BC
SMPTE, JVC BC
HDTV
SMPTE, Sony BC
SMPTE, Sony HDTV

Notes

Components 12.65
Components 19
6.35
12.65

1
2

12.65
12.65

3
4

Notes: 1. DVCPRO and DVCPRO-50.
2. Digital-S.
3. IMX
4. HDCAM

As shown in Table 4, IBM has recently announced plans to improve the capability of 3590 series products
through several stages, to the level where its cartridge will hold 1 TB of native data.
Middle Range Magnetic Tape Drive
Highly capable and reasonably priced _” tape multi-track fixed read drives, both LTO-Ultrium (Linear Tape
Open – Ultrium) and Super DLT (Digital Linear Tape), are the major players in this category. Two successful
8mm helical scan recorders, Exabyte Mammoth and Sony AIT complete the field. Characteristics of
representative products are shown in Table 5.
The Sony Super-AIT (S-AIT) is a new comer to the mid range market. It is a product of unusual capability.
Unlike other Sony _” helical scan recorder, SAIT uses a single spool tape cartridge which is remarkably similar
in size and shape to the IBM-3480. The first generation product, SAIT-1, expected to enter the market sometime
in late 2003, is based on Sony’s AIT-3 technology, which holds 100 GB of native data in its two spool 8 mm
cassette.
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Table 2B. Broadcast Television and Video Tape Recorders (2)

Format

Proponent or
Major
Manufacturer
D-12
SMPTE,
MEI
D-14
SMPTE,
MEI
D-15
SMPTE,
MEI
DVC
DVC Forum
DVCAM Sony

Application Tape
Width
(mm)
HDTV
6.35

Transfer
rate
(Mbps)

Remarks
DVCPRO-100

BC

1

HDTV

2

Consumer
BC,
Industrial

6.35
6.35

25
25

Notes:
1. 8-channel audio D-5.
2. 8-channel audio HD-D5.

SAIT’s IBM look-alike cartridge holds 600 m of _” wide metal evaporated (ME) tape, and its surface area is
nearly 5 times that of the tape in the 8mm cassette. Thus SAIT-1 will hold 500 GB of native data, coupled with
30 MB/sec data rate, derived from its 75 mm rotating head scanner.
A surprising fact about SAIT is not its capability but the fact that Sony’s archrival Matsushita Electric is going
to be the major manufacturer of both the drive and the media. This would have been unthinkable only a few
years ago. Japanese companies have begun to operate in a cooperative fashion so that the manufacturing is
done at the most cost-efficient plant for all companies in the group, even if they are competitors. The various
companies then market volume-manufactured products under their own respective brand names.
Despite Sony’s entry into the highly competitive _” cartridge drive market, LTO Consortium companies (IBM,
HP and Seagate) and SDLT group (Quantum and Tandberg) are expected to maintain their dominance of the
market, based partly on their long-established installed basis.
As shown in Table 5, LTO and SDLT have shown impressive capability upgrade schedules for their products.
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Table 3. High Performance/Special Purpose Magnetic Tape Drive
Family
ID-1/2
Capacity (GB)
Data rate (MB/s)
Media
SuperDLT

2000
DIR-1000
100
8 - 64
Fe oxide
Double
density

DTF
Product
Capacity (GB)
Data rate (MB/s)
Media
3590 derivative
Product
Capacity (GB)
Data rate (MB/s)
Media

2001-2002 2003-2004 2005-2006 2007-2008 2009-2010
DIR-2000
600
32 – 128
MP
Quad
Density
DTF-2
200
24
MP

DTF-3
400
48
MP

DTF-4
800
96

3590H
60
14

200
30-40

1000
100-160

MP
DCRSi
Capacity (GB)
Data Rate (MB/s)
Media

240R
48
0-37.5
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Table 4. Enterprise (main frame) computer storage drives (1)
Model(2)
3590-B 3590-E
3590-H
Year of introduction
1995
1998
2001
(3)
Capacity, GB , with standard
10
20
30
tape
Capacity, GB with thin
20
40
60
substrate
Sustained transfer rate (4),
9
14
14
MB/s
No of data tracks
128
256
384
(5)
Standard tape – length (m)
320
Thickness (mm)
16.8
Thin substrate(6) – length (m)
635
Thickness (mm)
8.9

(7)

(8)

200

1000

30-40 100-160

Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

_” wide tape, IBM 3480 type single spool cartridge with dimension 4.92”X4.29”X0.97”.
IBM model number shown. StorageTek model number 9940, Fujitsu model number M8100.
Native (uncompressed) capacity.
With 8 parallel data tracks. Fujitsu model can operate with 12 parallel data tracks, and hence transfer data 50% faster.
PET (PolyEthylene Terephthalate) substrate.
PEN (PolyEthylene Naphthalate) substrate.
Performance improvement roadmap, with Generation 4, starts with 200 GB capacity.
Feasibility demonstration on April 2002. Based on experimental Fuji Film Nano Cubic Barium Ferrite Media.
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Table 5. Midrange Magnetic Tape Drives
Product
LTOUltrium
Generation
Capacity (GB)
Data rate (MB/s)
Media
Super DLT
Generation
Capacity (GB)
Data rate (MB/s)
Media
SAIT
Generation
Capacity (GB)
Data rate (MB/s)
Media
AIT
Generation
Capacity (GB)
Data rate (MB/s)
Media

2000

2001-2002 2003-2004 2005-2006 2007-2008 2009-2010

1-220

1
100
15
MP
1-320

2
200
20-40
MP
2-640

3
400
40-80
MP
3-1280

4
800
80-160
ME
4-2400

110
11
MP

160
16
MP

320
32
MP

640
50+
MP

1280
100+
ME

1
500
30
ME

2
1000
60
AME

3
2000
120
AME

3
100
12
ME

4
200
24
AME

5
400
48
AME

6
800
96
Special
ME

2
60
12
AME

3
200
20
AME

2
50
6
ME

Mammoth
Generation
Capacity (GB)
Data rate (MB/s)
Media

4
4000
240
Special
ME

Fast Access Magnetic Tape Drives
While they are highly reliable and cost effective from the cost viewpoint, single-spool cartridge tape drives such
as LTO Ultrium and DLT/SDLT do not offer quick access to the stored data. The access time, which is the time
elapsed between receipt of a request and the time data begins to flow to the client, is in the range of 10-100
seconds for most _” single-spool cartridge format machines. Large data centers therefore provide both tape and
HDD, storing frequently accessed files on HDD whose access time is in the millisecond range.
By having both supply and take up spools in a single tape package, the time required to thread the tape for data
recovery can be reduced dramatically. There are two tape drives configured in this type of tape package/tape
drive combination. While IBM has not announced a capability improvement plan for their Fast Access Speed,
8mm Magstar MP (Multi-Purpose) drive, Storagetek continues to upgrade their 9840 drive, which utilizes a
cartridge physically compatible with IBM-3480 type but contains both supply and take-up spools. The latest
version, 9840B holds 60 GB of native data on its thin base film MP tape.
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LTO product plans still include its fast access speed tape drive, LTO-Accelis, based on 8mm tape. To date,
however, the LTO consortium has not announced the availability date for the first generation Accelis product.
Table 6 summarizes the characteristics of fast access speed magnetic tape drives.

Table 6. Fast Access Magnetic Tape Drives
Product
Magstar MP
Generation/Product
Capacity, GB
Data Rate, MB/s
Media
STK 9840
Generation/Product
Capacity, GB
Data Rate, MB/s
Media
LTO Accelis
Generation/Product
Capacity, GB
Data Rate, MB/s
Media

2000

2001-2002

3570C
5
7
MP
9840
20
16
MP

9840B
60
16
MP
1
25
10-20
MP

2
50
20-40
MP

3
100
40-80
MP

4
200
80-160
MP

General Purpose Magnetic Tape Drives
The origin of the general purpose, lower cost magnetic tape drive shown in Table 7 goes back to QIC format
back-up drives of late 1970’s. Even today, most of these drives, priced below $1,000, are used for data restore
and backup operations by individuals and in SOHO environments.
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Table 7. General Purpose Magnetic Tape Drives
Product
DDS
Generation
Capacity, GB
Data Rate, MB/s
Media
Mammoth
Generation
Capacity, GB
Data Rate, MB/s
Media
Exabyte VXA
Generation
Capacity, GB
Data Rate, MB/s
Media
Benchmark VS
Generation
Capacity, GB
Data Rate, MB/s
Media
Tandberg SLR
Generation
Capacity, GB
Data Rate, MB/s
Media

2000

2001-2002
3
12
2.7

2003-2004
4
20
3
2
60
12
ME
1
33
3
ME

1
40
3
MP

2
50
5
ME

2
80
9
MP
SLR-100
50
5
MP

SLR-150
75
7.5
MP

As their capability advances, they are also being used for small-scale data center applications. For these
purposes, one or two drives and several tape cassettes or cartridges are packaged into a rack mountable unit or a
desktop box. As their performance improves through successive generations, many products, which started
their life as general purpose, low cost drives have graduated into mid-range products. Examples include the
Exabyte Mammoth and Sony AIT.
The 4mm (actually 3.71mm) DDS drives apparently have come to the end of their product improvement road.
It is most likely that the final generation drive, DDS-5, is not to be manufactured. Most users do not plan to
expand installed base of their DDS drives. New purchases are likely to be limited to replacement of worn-out
drives in their installation.
Tandberg has an impressive product upgrade schedule for their 8mm tape multi-track fixed head drive, Scalable
Linear Recorder (SLR). The later versions of these drives are entering the mid-range market as small data center
products that are generally equipped with an automatic cartridge loader. In the next three years, SLR may have
developed sufficiently to enter the mainstream data storage arena.
Travan, the growth version of the QIC format with multi-track writing/reading capability, is still in production.
The latest product, NS-20 with 10 GB native capacity, is being promoted as a network stage device, as the
initials NS, for Network series, in its name implies.
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Most industry observers believe that QIC drives will disappear within 5 years and production terminated. Their
place is being taken over by low cost HDD and, later, by a small format (8 and 12 cm diameter) recordable
optical disc drive.

2.4 Optical Disc Data Storage - - - Overview
Introduction
Although serious product development activities on optical data storage device started in early 1970’s, there had
been earlier efforts that had laid out the foundation for the later activities.
In early 1960’s, Philips GLF (Glowen Lampen Fabriken) had built optical disc image storage. Motion picture
frames, each only 1mm square, were etched on a 30 cm diameter glass disc as a long spiral pattern. This was
one of earliest attempts to bring motion picture entertainment to the home. The same group of engineers was
later responsible in formulating the basic outline of the compact disc, CD, the first mass-produced optical disc
product.
The accidental discovery of materials suitable for the “Magnetic Recording through media temperature
elevation”, by IBM in early 1960’s, was responsible for the first generation optical recording technology, the
Magneto-Optical Recording (MO) entering the market place in earnest. The time was mid 1970’s.
Disc diameters ranging 3_” to 14” had been proposed, and the International Organization had also initiated
activities for standardizing recording format for Standardization, ISO. The entire data storage industry was
over-energized by the coming era of “High Density Optical Recording”.
There was a very good reason for the storage industry to get excited by the “high density”. Areal densities of
magnetic media were in the low Mb/in2. When IBM revolutionized magnetic tape recording by introducing a
tape cartridge system, the 3480 in early 1980’s, its areal density was 2 Mb/in2. The typical HDD of the time,
the IBM-3380, had an areal density of 12 Mb/in2. Optical recording, based on the capability of the infrared
laser illuminator and other optical components then in production, was capable of an astounding areal density of
150 Mb/in2. Optical recording, since then, has always been synonymous with high-density recording, but
advances in magnetics have nullified this assumption.
Because of its high density recording capability, optical recording was also considered to be an ideal technique
to be used with tape media for very large data storage system. An optical tape recorder with 2” wide tape was
actually developed and put into the market place. Its 12” diameter spool held 1 TB of data, a truly staggering
figure then. Efforts over the last 15 years to bring an optical tape recorder market have so far failed to produce
a marketable product.
While magnetic recording has made significant strides in areal density, transfer rate, and packaging, smaller
advances have occurred in the optical recording field also.
Considering the current state of the art, the following statements constitute a fair projection into the near future
(five years)
(1) In terms of areal density, optical recording falls far behind the magnetic hard disc, and the gap widens as
time passes. It can hold its own against magnetic tape, with an areal density advantage as large as 5 to 1.
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(2) The advantage of optical recording is that its preferred media format is disc. Optical disc is
environmentally stable because its entire surface, including its circumference, is coated by moisture resistant
material. Magnetic tape does not have moisture protective coating. If desired, the disc media can be produced
in double-layer double-sided format, effectively negating the areal density advantage held by MT.
(3) Optical Data Disc, even with protective jacket, is volumetrically one of the most efficient data storage
media. It is truly removable. The HDD, although enjoying a substantially higher areal density, is a packaged
record/playback drive.
(4) Tape is not a preferred form for optical recording. While magnetic tape has theoretical disadvantages over
optical recording in areal density, it can compensate for it by the use of thin substrate tape. In magnetic tape
recording, the read/write head actually makes intimate contact with the tape. In optical recording, a laser beam
must be precisely focused upon the tape, which is a flexible substrate. The MT interface tape-head is physically
simpler than the optical tape-head interface.
A magnetic tape drive with a capacity of 500 GB in a cartridge similar in size to the IBM-3480 will enter the
market place sometime next year. The drive is based on a well-proven technology. A company promoting an
optical tape drive claims it is about two years away from marketing its first product, which holds, according to
the promoter, 1 TB in IBM-3480 size cartridge. The recording medium is of write-once-read-many WORM
type characteristics.
The capability expansion road map published by the magnetic tape drive manufacturers indicates a two-fold
improvement in both data capacity and transfer rate for their products through four successive generations.
Therefore, for all practical purposes, optical tape recording has lost its “High density” edge against its magnetic
tape counter- part.
The future of optical recording, therefore, rests upon disc recording. As mentioned earlier, double layer writeread method is a well-established technology for phase-change optical recording.
Optical recording experts believe that multiple, i.e., more than two, layer recording and reading are technically
feasible.
There is a limit, however, to increasing the areal density by resorting to a shorter wavelength laser. Optical
materials used for recording system components, such as the lens and prism, and the disc substrate and
protective coating materials become non-transparent at shorter wavelengths light, viz., Ultra-Violet and Extreme
Ultra-Violet rays.
The 400 nm laser being developed for the next generation optical disc drive may represent a practical limit for
the near future.
Some incremental improvement to 320 nm may be possible, but it represents a major engineering effort in both
laser and optical material development and the return for the investment may not warrant such efforts.
Other techniques for areal density improvement, therefore, are being pursued vigorously.
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Four Types of Optical Recording
The term “Optical Recording” is frequently used to describe any analog or digital data recorder or playback
device as long as it employs a focused laser beam for either writing or reading, or for both functions. Some of
these “optical recording devices” are not optical recorders, i.e., data is recorded on a media not by optical
means, but by some other physical means. In all cases, a focused laser beam spot is used to detect mechanical,
magnetic or optical changes on the media to generate the read-out signal.
Reading techniques currently employed in optical recording are shown in Fig. 13.

Figure 13. Optical Data Storage Technology
With the foregoing definition of optical recording, there are four basic types of optical recording technologies.
(1)

Magneto-Optical Recording

The technique accidentally discovered by IBM in early 1960’s is straightforward magnetic recording.
The track on the medium is pre-recorded in one magnetic polarity. Recording is effected by reversing the
polarity of the intended bit area by heating it to near its Curie point temperature, and using a relatively weak
magnetic field generated by a stationary head under the media to switch the polarity. This MO technique was
the first optical recording method to become commercially practical. It may also be noted that the
magnetization induced is perpendicular to the disc surface, and constitutes an early example of PMR.
.
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Data recovery is accomplished by an optically. A polarized laser beam focused upon the recording media
undergoes a rotation of its polarization angle as it is reflected from the magnetized surface (Kerr effect). The
difference in the rotation angle between the recorded (one magnetic polarity) and non-recorded (opposite
magnetic polarity) areas generates the read signal.
General arrangements for MO recording are shown in Fig. 14.

Figure 14. Magneto-optical recording
(2)

Phase Change Recording

The recording media for MO recording, a complex alloy of Rare Earth and Transition Metal, was considered
expensive.
A search was undertaken to discover a new material or a new technique for optical recording. In the late 1960’s
a common chemical compound in the Chalcogen series, was being explored as a candidate for an electronic
switch. The material transitioned between amorphous and crystalline phases through heating and cooling. The
process is reversible and did not seem to exhibit fatigue through repeated transition cycles. It, however, did not
function well as an electronic switch. Significant amount of light reflectivity change between the amorphous
(low reflectivity) and crystalline (high reflectivity) phases of the material, however, were thought to be useful
for optical recording. Raising the temperature beyond the material’s melting and crystallization temperature by
a laser beam effects the phase change. Cooling is allowed to occur naturally by removing the laser beam.
The first generation products, based on a mixture of tellurium dioxide and tellurium, did not display the
reliability and repeatability necessary for data recording.
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Figure 15. Phase Change Recording
The discovery of TeSbGe alloy in early 1990’s made phase change recording practical and reliable. Fig. 15
shows the basic principle of phase change recording. Magneto-Optical and phase change recordings are two
types of rewritable optical recording technology, i.e., can accomplish the write-erase-rewrite cycle repeatedly.
(3)

Polymer Dye Decomposition

The laser beam is used as a heat source to decompose a spot on a layer of polymer dye on the substrate. The
burned-in spot absorbs the read-out laser beam. The unrecorded areas remain transparent, and the reflective
layer just underneath the recording layer reflects the read-out beam. Figure 16 illustrates a typical arrangement.
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Figure16. Recording by Organic Dye Decomposition
The recording process is non-reversible. The technique, therefore, is used for the write-once-read-many,
WORM applications.
(4)

Optical Path Length Modulation

For all optical recording, read-out process involves using a laser beam that is reflected from the recorded media
surface.
The readout laser beam, therefore, makes a round trip between its source and the recorded surface. As shown in
Figure 17 the beam source and beam receiver are arranged at equal optical distances from the recorded surface,
i.e., the two distances geometrically equal, or differ by an integer increment of the wavelength, l, of the laser
used.
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Figure 17. Modulation of Return Beam
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If the height of the recorded surface is different by l/4 from the non-recorded surface, the return beam travels
l/2 more (or less) from the beam that returns from the surrounding non-recorded surface area. Since these two
beams are out-of-phase because of the l/2 travel difference, they tend to cancel each other’s energy at the
detector and the intensity is low. The beam returning from the non-recorded surface is much stronger in its
intensity.
CD, CD-ROM, DVD and DVD-ROM read-only discs employ this type of data reading process.
Read-only discs are mass-produced by an injection molding process.

2.5 Technology -- State of Art and Future Projections
Introduction
As with other data storage technologies, optical recording has been aiming to increase its areal density and data
transfer rate. The general industry notion has been that optical disc recording offers good areal density and
good data access time (also referred to as access density) but its data transfer rate is slow. MO recording,
however, is quite competitive with magnetic recording in its data transfer rate.
In phase change recording, the writing rate is governed by the physics of the heated recording material being
cooled to its crystalline temperature by heat transferred to the surrounding area. To overcome this limitation, a
number of technical approaches are being pursued in parallel.
Data reading speed, as demonstrated by 48X CD-ROM and 4X DVD-ROM readers, is approaching the level of
meeting the requirements of most applications. Techniques are being developed to further improve the reading
speed so that it can more favorably compete in the marketplace.
With the increasing areal density, there is a definite tendency to develop products using a smaller diameter disc.
New consumer video camcorders are using an 80 mm disc for data storage. Standards are being developed for a
50 mm disc data storage format. Several manufacturers are conducting product development activities using a
disc as small as 30 mm diameter.
Areal Density
As in magnetic recording, the minimum area assigned to one bit must be equal to, or larger than the product of
the mean distance between two adjacent tracks (track pitch), and the sum of the minimum bit length (mask
length) and the minimum spacing between two bits. By assuming the minimum bit spacing being equal to the
minimum bit length, the area for one bit is:
Area for one bit = Track Pitch x 2 minimum bit length

The shortest mark, one bit, is the area on the recording medium illuminated by the focused laser beam.
Therefore, the optical recording density is directly proportional to the inverse of the focused laser beam spot
area.
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The laser spot diameter is governed by the laser wavelength and the laser focusing lens aperture size – the
shorter the wavelength and the larger the lens aperture, the smaller the spot diameter.
Laser Wavelength
The first generation optical disc, the compact disc CD, used a near infrared laser of 780 nm wavelength.
DVD, whose areal density is a factor of five larger than that of CD, uses a red laser operating at 650 nm. To
achieve another quantum jump in the recording density for the next generation optical disc products, industrywide activities for development of a short wavelength laser have been under way for several years. The goal of
these activities is to develop a commercially manufacturable and highly reliable semiconductor laser operating
at the short wavelength edge of the visible spectrum, or at about 380 – 420 nm. This laser, referred to as “Blue”
or “Blue-Violet” laser, is based on the Gallium Nitride crystal grown on a semiconductor substrate. Early
laboratory samples operated at the required power level at cryogenic temperatures, but room temperature
performance was unsatisfactory and the devices had very short lifetimes.
Today, two Japanese manufacturers, Nichia Chemical Co. and Sanyo Electric Corporation, and of North
Carolina, are offering engineering samples for optical disc drive manufacturers and scientific communities. The
exorbitantly high price for the sample, ranging $2,000 to $4,000, however, indicates that the products are not
quite ready for commercial scale production.
Another means to obtain a short wavelength laser source is to double the frequency of a long wavelength laser
through a non-linear optical element. This technique, referred to as “Wavelength Conversion”, has been used by
the communications industry but not by the optical recorder manufacturers. The main draw back of the
technique is that the conversion efficiency, ratio of the power of the input (long wavelength) laser to that of the
short wavelength output, has been disappointingly low. Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., which is
actively developing its own Blue-Violet laser, claims to have a device which generates the second harmonic
frequency, SHF, output from an infra-red laser operating at 820 nm. Conversion efficiency and the size of the
packaged device including the IR laser and the non-linear optical element are said to be acceptable for
commercial products. Matsushita calls the device SHG, Second Harmonic Generator.
Optical Second Harmonic Generator is shown schematically in Fig. 18.
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Figure 18. Optical Second Harmonic Generator
Objective lens aperture
Aperture size defines how tightly the radiant energy can be focused. It defines the resolution of radar as well as
the size of the beam spot on an optical disc.
The common expression for the lens aperture is Numerical Aperture, NA, which is the sine of the solid angle
looking at the lens radius from its focal point. From its definition, NA has a theoretical limit of 1.0
CD’s relatively narrow aperture opening of 0.45 was changed to 0.65 for DVD, contributing perhaps half of the
areal density improvement between CD and DVD.
For the past several years, efforts have been under way to develop means to mass produce very high aperture
objective lenses at low cost for the next generation optical disc drive.
To realize NA as high as 0.85 to 0.90, figures close to the theoretical limit, it was thought that a two-lens
combination would be required. Recent developments of plastic materials with high index of refraction now
enable design of a single element objective lens of very high NA. One of the proposals for the next generation
high performance optical disc recorder, the “Blue-ray” employs an objective lens with NA=0.85.
Two and one element high NA lens configurations are shown in Figure 19.
Efforts to further increase NA to the theoretical limit, beyond the currently achievable level of 0.85 – 0.90, are
considered impractical. An entirely different approach to the problem is more appropriate. This approach is
“near field” recording.
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Near Field Optics
The two-lens objective lens approach can increase the effective aperture of the optical system far beyond the
theoretical limit, to 2 or 3 or even higher.

Figure 19. Near Field MO Recording
A schematic of near field optics is shown in Figure 19. In addition to the conventional objective lens, a second
lens made of a material of very high refractive index, is placed extremely close to the recording layer surface.
Under these conditions, it is said that evanescent coupling exists between the second lens and recording layer
surface. The second lens is often referred as the Solid Immersion Lens (SIL).
The effective aperture of the two-lens combination is the product of the objective lens NA and the index of
refraction, n of the SIL, n (SIL)
NA (effective) = NA (objective lens) x n (SIL)
Although rather expensive, highly transparent materials having n of 2 to 4 or higher are commercially available.
In the late 1990’s, a corporation was established to develop and market a high-density magneto optical disc
recorder employing near field optics. The corporation called their technology near field recording. There was a
flurry of activities elsewhere in the world also to commercialize the technology.
As of today, however, no product development activities utilizing SIL are under way. The problem is that it is
impractical to maintain evanescent coupling between the lower surface of the SIL and the rotating disc surface.
If the physical distance between SIL surface and the disc are made small enough to maintain effective
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evanescent coupling, minute surface irregularities on the recording layer, of no concern for normal recording
systems, become an issue. Airborne dust particles, which can be ignored under normal conditions, could disrupt
the critical evanescent coupling.
A different approach to Near Field Optics
There is a different approach to employ the near field optics to the disc recording. By coating the entire surface
of the disc recording medium surface by a high index of refraction material, the entire coating functions as the
SIL. Evanescent coupling is perfect because there is no air gap between the SIL (High index of refraction
material coating) and the recording medium. A different approach to near field optics is to coat the entire
surface of the recording medium with a material of high refractive index, in effect making the SIL part of the
disc itself.
To date, no product development activities based on this approach are in progress. A National Taiwan
University Professor, however, has assembled an experimental system using DVD optical components, with
financial support from a large optical disc manufacturer. It may be possible to store 100 GB of data on a single
120 mm disc surface.

2.6 Optical Disc Recording - - - Phase Change Products
Introduction
Optical Disc Data Storage products are offered in the following formats:
1. 120 mm disc

-----

CD-R, CD-ROM
DVD Family

2. Magneto Optical Disc

-----

3 _” (90 mm) MO
5 _” (130 mm) MO

3. Large Format

---

12” (300 mm) Phase Change Disc

4. Small Format

---

30 – 50 mm Diameter Disc

The 120 mm diameter disc products represented by CD and DVD technology are the major optical disc
products. Because of its extremely low cost, CD-R is still attractive, and its capacity is now being increased to
2 GB per disc. All new DVD products are capable of storing 4.7 GB per surface, and they may enter the mass
storage market installed in various Jukebox library configurations.
Proposals are on table for the next generation DVD products, boosting the capacity per surface to 15 – 30 GB
with a concomitant increase in the data transfer rate.
MO disc, despite its superior data transfer rate when compared to the phase change recording employed in
DVD, has never been a major player in data storage. 3 _” format MO drives are sold mainly in Japan, and a
small number of European Jukebox vendors use 5 _” format MO drives.
After the discontinuance of 14” WORM disc by Kodak, the only large format optical disc is Plasmon’s 12”
WORM/Rewritable drive, based on phase change technology.
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An interesting development is the emergence of small format optical disc drive for portable electronic devices,
especially the digital still image camera. Optical disc drives with 50 mm diameter MO disc are already
available. A 30 mm phase change disc drive is under development.
DVD Products
WORM and Recordable DVD products are expected to enter the mainstream of the mass storage industry
within 3 to 5 years. Both drives and media share components and materials with other consumer DVD
products.
Two factors, which may impede market penetration by recordable DVD, are (1) proliferation of non-compatible
formats, and (2) near term introduction of the next generation higher performance products. Despite these facts,
jukebox and combination tape/disc library manufacturers are offering DVD-based mass storage systems. DVD
discs are generally configured in a RAID type arrangement where 100% error free data recovery is assured.
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Table 8. Technical Specifications of some representative DVD Products
-Video
-ROM
-R
-RAM
-RW
+RW
+R
Data
Embedded
Embedded
Polymer Dye Phase
Phase
Phase
Polymer Dye
recorded by pit
pit
De-formation Change Change Change
De-formation
(1)
(1)
Capacity per
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
sur-face(GB)
Data
11.08
11.08
11.08
22.16
11.08
transfer rate
(Mbps)
Track pitch
0.74
0.74
0.74
0.615
0.74
0.74
0.74
(mm)
Shortest pit
0.267/0.290(2) 0.267/0.290(2)
0.267
0.280
0.267
0.267
0.267
length (mm)
Recorded
G
G
G
L+G
G
G
G
track
Disc rotation
CLV
CLV
CLV
ZCLV(3)
CLV
CLV/CAV CLV/CAV
Notes:
1.
2.
3.

Double layered disc total capacity = 8.54 GB.
Single/Double layered disc.
Zone Constant Linear Velocity.

Parameters common to all products
• Laser wavelength: l = 650/635 nm
• Objective lens numerical aperture: NA = 0.60
• Modulation: 8 to 16 code, RLL (run length limited) (2,10) modulation
• EDAC: RS product code

A summary of the technical specifications for some representative DVD formats is given in Table 8.
DVD-RAM and DVD+RW were specifically developed for high performance data storage application.
DVD-RAM was the only DVD family product that was intended for critical data storage applications. It has
incorporated a unique defect management and higher performance EDAC systems and, its double-sided disc is
packaged in a protective jacket. Its on-disc data layout is different from that of all other DVD products.
Proponents of DVD-RAM tried to market the product as a home video recorder, essentially as a potential VHS
replacement; the attempt was less than successful. The output (disc) was playable only by DVD-RAM, and not
by the standard DVD-Video movie player nor by DVD-ROM drives installed in most PC’s. New DVD-RAM
recorders being manufactured can record input data (including video) either in DVD-RAM or DVD-R format,
making the recorded DVD-R disc playable by DVD-Video player.
DVD+RW (plus RW), not yet widely publicized in USA, is the product of the renegade DVD-Forum member
companies, Philips, Sony and HP. It is a format intended for both entertainment contents recording and
computer data storage applications. It has incorporated data storage-oriented features such as automatic defect
management and more capable EDAC, but retains the basic DVD-R data layout with some small changes. This
format is compatible with DVD-R. Data may be recorded sequentially or randomly, and recorded data may be
edited. Advocates of both DVD-RAM and DVD+RW formats claim that integrity of data recorded on disc is as
good as that of HDD.
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DVD-RW, the re-recordable version of DVD-R, was initially intended for Data Storage. For home video
recording, DVD-RW can write two types of discs: VR (video recording) or VRF (Video Recording Format).
Both formats can be played back using a DVD-Video player.
Table 9 lists interoperability amongst recordable (including WORM) DVD products, and Figure 20 illustrates
them graphically.
An oft-cited shortcoming of optical discs is their modest data transfer rate. Media manufacturers are making
concerted efforts to increase transfer speeds, but they are still nowhere near what is possible with HDD or even
a mid-range tape drive.

Table 9. Recordable DVD Interoperability
-Video
UDF(1) +
ISO 9660

File format

-ROM
UDF(1) +
ISO 9660

-R
UDF(1)
+ ISO
9660
CLV
S

-RAM
UDF(1) +
ISO 9660

-RW
UDF(1) +
ISO 9660

+RW
(3)

+R
(3)

Disc rotation
CLV
CLV
ZCLV
CLV
CLV/CAV
CLV
Recorded
Pre-recorded Pre-recorded
S or R
S
S or R
S
Sequence
Seq/Random
# of
Pre-recorded Pre-recorded
1
100,000
>1,000
>1,000
1
recording
cycles
Defect
Yes
Yes
Management
Disc
readable by
-Video
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
-ROM
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
-R
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
-RAM
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
-RW
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
+RW
Yes
Yes
Yes
+R
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Application
Video PB
Data PB
Archive Data/Video Data/Video Data/Video Archive
Recording Recording Recording
Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DVD Media Universal Disc Format.
DVD Random access memory format.
Non-DVD-Forum approved format developed by Philips, Sony, and HP.
With PC and MPEG-2 Decoder.
Later models only (mid-2001)

Next Generation DVD Products
Unlike magnetic recording technology, Optical disc technology does not incrementally improve its capability.
Once the basic optical specifications, i.e., laser wavelength, objective lens numerical aperture and disc material
and configuration, are established, they adhere to these fundamentals for several years.
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Product improvements come not from incremental increase in laser wavelength, etc., but from external factors
such as improved media characteristics and increased laser power for faster data writing and reading.

Figure 20. Recordable DVD Interoperability
CD technology is an excellent example. More than twenty years after the introduction of the first product (CDAudio), product improvement activities continue, still adhering to the original optical specifications.
DVD technology, introduced in 1998, represented a quantum jump in the basic recorder capability, with 7 times
data capacity and 5 times the data transfer rate of the CD.
Unlike in the case for CD, only five years after product introduction, there are a number of technical proposals
for next generation DVD, representing another quantum jump in both capacity and data transfer rate. Among
the justifications cited for next generation activity is the need to meet the expected market for HDTV and for
data recorders which can compete effectively against HDD and MT drives.
In addition, there is a growing demand from television broadcast industry for a disc-based camcorder. The
current DVD transfer rates are inadequate for this segment.
Technology currently exists to increase the capacity of the DVD disc (120 mm diameter) by approximately a
factor of five, to 20 to 35 GB, and the data transfer rate to 30 – 35 Mbps, (an increase of 200% over DVD).
Blu-Ray Disc
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In Feb. 2002, nine companies, all active DVD Forum members, proposed a new high-density optical disc
specifications called “Blu-ray”.
The “Blu-ray” disc format is based on the Blue/Violet laser operating at 405 nm, and the objective lens
numerical aperture is 0.85. The single most radical departure from the previous disc formats, including CD and
DVD, is that the recording layer is on the outer surface of the disc.
In DVD, the recording layer is at the far side of its 0.6 mm thick substrate. The write/read laser beam must
penetrate the entire depth of the substrate. The substrate thickness, 0.6 mm (60,000 nm) is long enough to cause
some dispersion the laser beam so that its cross sectional profile suffers an aberration and the energy density
distribution is more widespread. This disc construction technique had been used for both CD and DVD for
better protection of the recording surfaces and simpler disc assembly.
In the Blu-ray disc, the recording surface, on the front of the 0.6 mm substrate, is protected by a thin, 100 nm,
uniform transparent coating. This disc construction enables the wide aperture objective lens to operate at its full
capability. As with DVD, two 0.6 mm substrates are sandwiched together to form a disc with a total thickness
of 1.2 mm.
The double-sided disc will to be used with a non-removable protective jacket, 129 x 131 x 7 mm in size.
The basic Blu-ray disc has 23.3, 25 or 27 GB capacity per surface, with data transfer rate of 36 Mbps. A double
layer disc, with both recording layers accessible from the disc front side and total capacity of 50 GB, is also
included in the proposal. ROM and WORM versions will be included in the proposed product line.
Toshiba Proposal
Toshiba, the DVD Forum Chair, did not endorse the Blu-ray proposal. Toshiba is proposing a more
straightforward extension to the current DVD technology, adhering to the current disc physical configuration.
The Toshiba proposal is also based on the Blue/Violet laser and a wide aperture lens, but capacity is 15 to 30
GB per surface, smaller than the Blu-ray specifications, caused by minor optical aberrations due to the 0.6 mm
substrate thickness.
Toshiba and its partner, NEC Corp. however, state that current DVD disc construction, a sandwich of two 0.6
mm thick substrates, is more suitable for front access recording on double-layer media. With two layers,
Toshiba/NEC proposal has 30 GB per side capacity.
A strong argument in favor of the Toshiba/NEC proposal is that the new disc is essentially a higher density
version of DVD and the current disc manufacturing infrastructure, built using vast capital investment, can be
employed with essentially no modifications.
In addition to the above proposal, Toshiba had previously put forward a front-surface recording disc, with 100
nm protection layer, with a capacity 30 GB per surface. This disc incorporates Land/Groove recording.
Specifications for the currently known next generation DVD proposals are shown in Table 10.

Table 10. Next generation DVD specifications
Write, Read
Capacity per surface, GB

Blu-ray
W+R
23.3/25/27

Toshiba-I
W+R
30
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Toshiba/NEC1,2
R only
W+R
15/30
20

Data Transfer Rate, Mbps
Distance, Disc surface to
recording layer, mm
Recorded tracks, L, G
Track pitch, mm
Shortest pit length, mm
Date of proposal

36
100(1)

35
100

36

36

G only
0.32
0.16/0.15/0.14
Feb 2002

G&L

G only

G&L

March
2002

June
2002

June
2002

Notes:
1. Recording layer on front side of substrate. Layer protected by 100 mm thick optically flat coating.
2. Recording layer on rear side of substrate, as in DVD. Two 600 mm substrates sandwiched to form 1.2 mm thick disc.
3. Read only Dual Layer has been proposed. Dual Layer rewritable disc under consideration.
Parameters common to all proposals
• Laser Wavelength: 405 nm.
• Objective Lens numerical aperture: NA = 0.85.
• Disc Diameter: 120 mm, same as DVD.
• Protective cartridge may be used for double-sided disc. Disc may be removed in jukebox installation.
• Video compression: MPEG-2.

Video Data Compression and Disc Data Capacity
For the major DVD application, i.e., movie playback, performance of the video data encoder/decoder (codec)
and disc capacity are intimately related. By exploiting MPEG-2’s variable data rate (variable compression
ratio) processing, DVD is capable of presenting a highly acceptable video output despite its relatively high data
compression ratio of approximately 20 to 1. With continuing refinements incorporated into the data encoder
(compressor), output video quality continues to improve.
Codec improvements have persuaded some DVD advocates, especially in the motion picture industry, to delay a
blind push towards high capacity disc formats. They believe that the current disc may be adequate for HDTV
with further refinements of the codec. A technical trend supporting this approach is the emergence and
industry-wide acceptance of the object-oriented data compression approach, MPEG-4. It may be possible, with
this compression, to achieve compression ratios as high as 40 or 50 to 1, which is equivalent to doubling the
capacity of the DVD. Hardware developers of next generation DVD favor the time-tested MPEG-2, but content
providers insist that serious consideration be given to MPEG-4. Disagreements between drive manufacturers
and content producers may further delay establishment of the next generation disc specifications.

2.7 Optical Disc Recording - - - Magneto Optical Products
Technology
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The recording layer of the Magneto-Optical (MO) disc utilizes a unique characteristic of the alloy, compounds
of Rare Earth Material (RE) and Transition Metals (TM), to meet its operational requirements.

Figure 21. MO Recording – Compensation point writing
The technique, known as Compensation Point Writing (CPW), is shown in Figure 21.
As the focused laser beam spot starts to raise the temperature of the recording layer material, the coercivities of
RE and TM converge and, at a temperature far below the alloy’s Curie point Tc, its coercivity becomes zero.
This temperature is shown in Figure 21 as Tcomp.
A relatively weak magnetic field is capable of reversing the recording layer polarity in the temperature zone
bordered by Tcomp and a temperature several tens of degrees higher than Tcomp. This temperature zone is the
record enabling zone. As seen from the figure, the record enabling zone temperature boundaries can be
controlled by appropriate mixture of RE and TM components of the alloy.
This flexibility enables the MO recorder designers to optimize the recording laser power requirements and the
linear writing speed on the disc, which directly controls the data writing speed of the MO recorder. MO
recorders are capable of as much as ten times faster data writing speed as compared to phase change recording.
As is the case for all optical recording, the laser wavelength, and the numerical aperture, NA, of the objective
lens, govern MO recording areal density. As shown in Figure 19, the actual area where recording is affected is
the area where its temperature has risen to the record enabling area, which may be substantially smaller than
optically illuminated area. This fact, skillfully exploited, leads to a significantly higher recording density. To
read the data recorded in an area whose diameter is smaller than that of the optically illuminated area has been
solved by a technique referred to as Magnetic Super Resolution (MSR). All MO recorder specifications from
about year 2000 on employ some form of MSR.
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Magnetic Super Resolution, MSR
There are several versions of MSR technology, but they all employ a multi-layer recording medium. The
principle of operation which applies to all MSR versions is that the small diameter magnetized spot on the
recording layer is enlarged by a factor of 3 or more and reproduced on the read-out layer, the layer closest to the
optics. The enlarged read-out layer spot goes back to the original small size as soon as the read-out laser leaves
the area. Figure 22 shows details of one MSR medium and the process of enlarging the read-out spot area.
The recording medium consists of three layers of different Curie points, the Recording Layer (Tc = 300°C), and
the read out layer (Tc = 300°C). These combinations vary from one design to another.
On recording, the field generated by the pole piece under the disc is strong enough to magnetize the recording
layer into the desired polarity.
During the read out process, the center core of the read-out laser beam heats the read-out layer aperture area to a
high temperature. The lower coercivity of the intermediate layer enables the magnetization of the recording
layer to be exchange-coupled to the read-out layer, as shown by three upward pointing arrows in the box.
The high coercivity of the read-out layer lets the aperture area to be isolated from inadequately heated recorded
bits surrounding the aperture. This is the front mask, which prevents polarity reversal of the adjacent recorded
bits. The lower coercivity of the intermediate layer, at the back of the aperture area, prevents exchange
coupling from the recording layer to the read-out layer. This is the rear mask. The result is that although the
broad read-out beam illuminates an area perhaps as large as three bits long, it only reads the data in the aperture
area. As the disc rotates and the read-out optical beam moves to the next bit area, conditions in all three layers
return to normal.
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Figure 22. Magnetic Super Resolution – Double Mask Rear Aperture Detection
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The technique as described is known as Double Mask Rear Aperture Detection. Another commonly employed
MSR technique is Center Aperture Detection shown in Figure 23.

Near Field Recording
Laboratory experiments on near field recording on MO began as early as late 1980’s. No products, however,
have emerged. As described in the phase change recording section, application of the near field technique to
mass-produced commercial products is difficult. MO recorders incorporating near field technique are not likely
in the next five years.

Figure 23. Magnetic Super Resolution – Center Aperture Detection
Products
High Capacity MO Recorders currently in production are the latest versions of the 3 _” and 5 _” disc formats
products established by ISO in early 1990’s. Through normal product improvement cycles, their capacity has
increased from 128 MB to 650 MB (single sided 3 _” disc), and 650 MB (double sided 5 _” disc) to 2.6 GB.
Magnetic Super Resolution technology was first introduced into the 3 _” format and the products currently
available hold 1.3 GB or 2.3 GB on its single recordable surface. Products are sold under the trade name of
“Gigamo”, but its physical specifications meet ISO standards and most drives read older, lower capacity discs.
Because of its smaller market and lack of interest in the user community, MSR was delayed in the 5 _” format.
MSR incorporated 5 _” disc drive, with 9.1 GB (double sided disc) capacity is now in production.
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MO never caught on in the mass storage industry.
Supporters of the technology, therefore, have been looking for other markets. They are now entering the
portable electronic devices market, especially the digital still camera with long continuous recording features.
A small format compact drive using 50 mm diameter disc, known as “iD” format, is now in production and its
specifications will be standardized by IEC, International ElectroTechnical Commission.
Table 11 shows pertinent characteristics of MO recorder products currently in production and performance
improvement projections in the near term.
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Table 11. Magneto-Optical Disk Formats
Designation
5.25” MO
5.25” MO
3.5” MO
3.5” MO
Gigamo (3)
IDphoto (4)

ISO/IEC
Sony
ISO/IEC
Fujitsu/Sony

2002 (1) Data
Rate/Capacity
5.0/5.2
5.0/9.1
2/0.64
5.0/2.3

50 Hitachi/Sanyo/Olympus

2.5/0.73

Disk Diameter,
mm
130
130
86
86

Proponents or Standard

2006

2010

10/20
5.0/4.0
---/1.5

---/3.0

Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Data rate in MB/sec, capacity in GB.
Market expansion not expected. 9.1 GB version may not materialize.
Gigamo 3.5” format expected to become mainstay of 3.5” format.
Format initially developed for digital still-image-camera storage

The spectacular success of DVD is casting a shadow on industry activities for further enhancement of MO
technology. Many MO manufacturers, however, are sponsoring applied research activities by universities and
in dedicated on-purpose laboratories for further development of the technology. Objectives of the research
activities include; areal density increase, double layer recording with equal areal density for both layer, and
development of solutions for the super paramagnetic limit.
Within 3 years, we will see a further two- to four-fold increase in capacity for both 3 _” and 5 _” format drives
with the introduction of the Blue/Violet laser.
The main objective of the industry, however, seems to be to pursue niche markets where a smaller diameter disc
with writing speed adequate for real time video and multi media data recording are needed. This is an area
where phase change recording may have difficulty meeting the requirements.
Note on Published Market Research Data
Many of market research data published in USA appear to overstate the size of MO business. They often take
the blank disc delivery volume as the drive delivery volume. The discrepancy may be greater than 10 to 1.
In 2001, approximately 3 million MO drives of all types were delivered. Total sales of the blank disc are
estimated to be 36 million. In US published market research reports, MO drive shipment in 2001 was quoted as
20 to 25 million units.

2.8 100 GB Optical Disc
Achieving 100 GB of re-recordable data capacity in a single 120 mm disc has been a major milestone of the
optical disc industry. Other sectors of the data storage industry had similar targets, e.g., 100 GB per cartridge
for magnetic tape, and 10, 100, and now 1,000 Gb/in2 (Gigabits, not Gigabytes) per square inch areal density
for HDD.
A review of the state of the technology, available principally from laboratories, indicates that the optical disc
industry is very close to achieving the goal.
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Technologies applicable to achieving such a goal are:
1. Phase change recording disc with double layer, double-sided construction, with each side holding 25 GB
2. MO Recording disc with double-sided construction, with each side holding 50 GB. This requires MSR.
MSR technology, already in use on newer MO disc products, has the potential for further refinement to improve
its areal density magnification factor from the current level of approximately 2 to 1 to as high as 4 to 1. Some
MO proponents are exploring the possibility of double layer MO recording. Fundamental limitations, however,
appear to exist to prevent the areal density of the second recording layer being as high as that of the first one.
Current experiments indicate the second layer density to range from 20 to 40% of the first, far from the
requirements to double the disc capacity. Prospects for substantial improvements appear remote. Using of
Blue/Violet Laser and enhanced MSR technique, it may be possible to hold 100 GB data on a single 120 mm
MO disc surface.
3. Near Field Recording
This technique is applicable to both phase change and MO recording. Near field MO recording appears
technically the most feasible way to achieve a capacity of 100 GB per surface. Market introduction of
commercial products with 100 GB capacity and as high as 10 MB data transfer rate which comes as a byproduct of high areal density, is an entirely different matter. At present, optical industry does not perceive a
demand for a 100 GB disc. It is unlikely that 100 GB discs will enter the market in sizeable volumes in the next
five to ten year.

2.9 Hard Disc Drive -- Technology
The most remarkable fact about the HDD industry is that for the past twenty years it has maintained its
breathtaking record of increasing its areal density on an annually compounded rate of 30 to 60%.
During the years 2000 and 2001, areal density has actually increased at an annual rate of 80%. All these areal
density increases have been accompanied by corresponding increases in the data transfer rate.
Another noteworthy technical achievement was how swiftly the industry overcame the so-called the “Super
Paramagnetic Limit”, which was believed to be in the areal density region of 40 to 100 Gb/in2, and developing
materials and technologies to achieve areal densities above these figures with commercially acceptable data
integrity and longevity.
As the volume of each recorded bit decreases with increasing areal density, two undesirable effects arise. The
signal-to-noise ratio, S/N, decreases with decreasing bit size and the super paramagnetic effect significantly
reduces the lifetime of the recorded bits. The high efficiency of the new generation read heads based on GMR,
and its advanced derivatives, appear to take care of the S/N problem for areal densities up to and beyond 100
Gb/in2.
Another detrimental effect of making the volume of each recorded bit smaller is the Super Paramagnetic
Effects.
Relaxation time of each magnetic particle within the recorded bit is expressed by an exponent function as
follows:
T = 10-9 exp (Kv/kT), or 10-9 e Kv/kT
K = Uniaxial Anisotropy of the Material (analogous to coercivity)
v = volume of magnetic particle
k = Boltzmann’s constant
T = Absolute Temperature
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The value, Kv/kT determines the relaxation time, and for the recording layer material of similar coercivity, the
particle volume controls the relaxation time.
For areal densities below 10 Gb/in2, Kv/kT was above 80, and the relaxation time was in millions or billions of
years. Reduction of Kv/kT to 30 shortens the relaxation time to days.
Accelerated laboratory experiments confirmed that reducing the particle volume so that Kv/kT = 40 caused the
recorded data to decay at 1 to 2 dB per year, which is not acceptable.
For unchanged coercivity, reducing Kv/kT by a factor of two, from 80 to 40, means halving the volume of the
particle and doubling the areal density. The industry appear to accept a minimum Kv/kT of 50 to 55, which
assures maximum data decay of 1 dB/decade (10 year) or smaller. dB/decade is now an accepted measure of
HDD data longevity.
Innovations incorporated into current commercial HDD products, operating at areal density of 40 – 50 Gb/in2,
include very high coercivity recording media and the multi-layer recording media originally developed
separately by IBM and Fujitsu.
Anti-Ferromagnetically-Coupled (AFC) Media
The media, called by IBM Anti-Ferromagnetically-coupled (AFC) magnetic layer, is called “Synthetic
Ferrimagnetic Media” (SFM) by Fujitsu, and still others call it “Laminated Anti Ferromagnetically – coupled”
(LAC) media.
The media consists of the recording layer of high coercivity and a lower coercivity lower layer. There is a very
thin (typically three atomic dimension thick) non-magnetic layer of Ruthenium separating the two.
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Figure 24A. Schematic Representation of an AFC media with a transition
As shown in Figure 24, data recorded on the upper layer cause polarity changes in the lower layer which are the
opposite of what occurred in the recording layer due to exchange coupling with Ruthenium. The effective
magnetization level of the recorded

Figure 24B. Magnetic hysteresis loop of example AFC media
media is the difference between the magnetization of the recorded layer and that of the lower layer, making it
somewhat lower than the level achieved by the recording layer alone. Because of the relatively thick lower
layer, the volume of each magnetic particle is significantly greater, making its relaxation time longer. As
mentioned earlier, at the critical Kv value of 40 to 55, a minor decrease of Kv translates into shortening of the
relaxation time by a factor of billions. AFC is a highly effective technique to overcome the problem of not
decreasing Kv value while increasing the areal density.
As the value of Kv approaches the thermal energy of the magnetic particle kT, particles in the lower coercivity
end of the distribution of the magnetic pole within the Bell shaped distribution curve, begin to lose their
stability, and the coercivity may collapse. This thermal instability effect is also the outcome of Super
paramagnetic effects.
In order for the majority of the particles within the magnetized bit to be thermally stable, Kv should be several
factors of ten higher than the thermal energy, as Kv “ kT. If a magnification factor of 50, or Kv › 50 kT is used,
the previously stated value of 1 – 2 dB/year magnetization decay for Kv/kT = 50 arises.
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2.10 Hard Disc Drive - - - Products
Despite the sluggish PC market for the year 2002 (estimated 6% above 2001 unit shipment level in USA), DVD
production is increasing at a double-digit rate for this year and will continue to do so for at least next two years.
The basic driving force behind continuous performance improvements and lower costs is higher sales and,
hence, production.
New markets supporting high DVD production rate are the increasing storage needs for the broadband network
traffic, and the emergence of video recording. Two video recording areas where the fast access time of HDD
and its enormous capacity are attractive are home video recording (PVR) and security/surveillance recording
(replacements for TLR, Time Lapse Recorder). For the year 2002, the non-PC oriented market accounts for
approximately 20% of the total HDD output.
These factors influence the HDD product design trends in several distinctive and divergent ways as described
below.
•

Very High Capacity Disc Package

At 100 Gb/in2 areal density which will be available in commercial products in the 2003 – 2004 time frame, a
single 3 _” platter holds 100 GB plus data. A three platter drive, of 300 GB capacity packaged in 41.3 or 25.4
mm height devices, will be appropriate for both network storage server and enterprise computing. These drives,
mounted in a standard 19” relay rack, offer a very floor-space-conserving mass storage system with a data
transfer rate in the range of 1 Gbps and higher.
•

Single Platter drives

The high areal density also offers an adequate data capacity for many applications including laptop data storage.
A 2 _” single platter drive, packaged in a PC removable card, could hold 60 GB of data at 100 Gb/in2 density.
The drive is small enough for not only the laptop PC but also all other sub-note book computers and personal
assist devices.
•

Slow rotation drives

The quest for ever faster HDD data transfer rate has driven the platter rotational speed from 3600 rpm of early
1990’s to 5400, 7200, 9600, and now some high speed 2.5” drives are operating at 10,200 or 12,000 rpm. HDD
output data rate is normally specified by ATA (Advanced Technology Architecture) parallel interface, and
could be as fast as 133 MB, defined by Ultra ATA 133 interface.
High rotational speed data drives generate higher acoustic noise and consume more DC input power, and
requires a platter bearing (called Spindle bearing) of special design and construction.
For real time compressed video recording and playback, required data rates are 10 to 25 Mbps for standard
definition video and 50 to 100 Mbps for HDTV. These rates include the bandwidth for audio as well.
For video replay, the HDD data rate is overkill. Robustness and low acoustic noise levels are more important.
Lower power consumption of low rotational speed drives is a plus for portable video recorders.
A new HDD design is emerging, and the most prominent departure from the computer data storage version is
the slow platter rotation, down to 3600 rpm or lower.
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•

Emergence of Serial ATA

Advanced Technology Architecture (ATA) interface has been the mainstay of storage bus since the early days
of personal computers.
The parallel, 80-pin interface, good up to 46 cm, has improved its data rate from the modest beginning of 3.3
MB/sec. to the latest version, UltraATA/133, of 133 MB/sec. Within the last year, Serial ATA Working Group
with members from major PC and HDD manufacturers has been developing a new high speed serial interface
specification with the objectives of lower cost interface hardware and built-in potential for very high speed
transfer rate capability.
SATA, Serial ATA utilizes a 7-pin low cost connector/cable combination with a maximum cable length of 1m.
Unlike parallel ATA, which uses differently shaped connectors for 2.5” and 3.5” drives, SATA uses a common
one for both. The first generation SATA, with 190 MB/sec. (1.5 Gb/sec.) capability is being incorporated in
newly manufactured drives now entering the marketplace. Its data transfer rate is expected to increase to 380
MB/sec. (3 Gb/sec.) and 760 MB/sec. (6 GB/sec.) through a two-generation improvement.
The SATA interface will further reduce the already attractive HDD cost. In network storage applications,
where complex interconnections are required between a bank of drives and the network bus, the storage system
cost reduction offered by SATA interface is believed to be very significant.
Table 12 shows performance improvement projections in the coming five years for HDD.

Table 12. Hard Disk Drive Performance Improvement Projections
2002(1)
2.5” platter
Areal Density, Gb/in2
Capacity per platter, GB
Transfer Rate, MB/s
3.5” platter
Areal Density, Gb/in2
Capacity per platter, GB
Transfer Rate, MB/s

2006

2010

40
25
133

100
65
190+

250
160
380

40
50
133

100
130
380

250
320
380(2)

Note:
1.
2.
3.

Product introduction in the first half of indicated year.
May be up to 760 MB/s.
Up to four platters may be packaged in one drive unit. The norm is 2 or 3 platters.
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